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44 WATER CONTRACT SUBMITTED lSCARCITY OF
TO VOTE OF THE PEOPLE PLASTERERS
AGREEMENTS ENTERED INTO WITH WATER COMPANY' AND
CONTRACT RATIFIED BY THE ALDERMEN—BOARD OF
WORKS AND SANITARY COMMITTEE IS T 0 . DECIDE
WHETHER THE CITY OR ABUTTING_ PRCTIFIr'T OWN7..1r4
-PAY COST OF STORM SEWERS ON KENTUCKY AVENUE
AND JEFFERSON STREET, BETWEEN FIRST AND SECOND—
MUCH BUSINESS BEFORE ALDERMEN.
The new contract entered into by
the city with the water company has
.been nude, and was ratified last even-
ing by the aldermen, who will be
called together by Mayor Yeiser this
afternoon at t:3o o'clock in special
session to give second passage to the
ordinance that was adopted for the
first time last night, and which or-
dinance submits to the people of this
city at an election the question of the
community ratifying the contract by
popular vote. Two-thirds of the votes
of the citizens must be procured be-
for the contract is affirmed. The
aldermanic water committee last
night submitted to the full member-
whip of that board the new contract it
• had made with the water company,
wherein the latter is 'to furnish for
the ensuing eighteen years, water to
the hydrants that are 'stationed
arround over the city, and from which
the fire department draws its supply
of water in fighting blazes. The con-
tract in full is as follows:
"Owing to the fact that the contract
existing between the city of Paducah
and the local water company for five
hydrants expires during the current
month, it was incumbent upon the
general council to negotiate for such
service covering the remaining period
which the franchise of the water com-
pany still has to run, to wit: eighteen
years.
"After several conferences between
the joint light and water committee
and the officers of the water company.
a scale of rates for fire hydrants was
agreed upon by the committee and
the water company These rates have
been embodied in a contract which
will be submitted to the general cotm-
cil for such acticm as the wisdom of
I/rat body may determine If the pro-
posed contract is favorably acted up-
on by the general council, it must be
submitted to the voters of the city at
the next election and affirmatively
ratified by not lees than two-thirds of
the votes then east upon the question
before a contract between the city
and the water company can he finally
executed.
"It is therefore worth while for the
voters of the city to carefully con-
sider the terms of the proposal con-
tract before casting their votes at the
coining electinn, and if it appear that
the proposed contract is to the ad-
vantage of the city, then to register
their approval thereof upon their bal.
16ts.
"In order that the voters may have
an opportunity to become fully ad-
vised regarding the terms of the pro-
posed contract, a copy of the same is
herewith edbmitted, which reads as
follows:
"Section t —That the city of Padu-
Ky , agrees to rent and dines
hereby rent from the Paducah Water
company. its successors and assigns,
four hundred and eleven (410 double
neorle fire hydrants now established
an raid city for a period of eighteen
,103) years from the passage and finel
approval of this ordinance, after an
election by the people as hereinafter
provided. The ,annual rental for each
of said fire hydrants, which the city
of Paducah !hereby agrees to pay for
the first ten (TO) years of said term,
shall be twenty ($a000) dollars and
the annual rental for the remaining
eight (111 yeare shall be fifteen ($is)
Wolters, (tmlees the said city shall
sooner purchase the water company's
plant) with six (6 per cent interest up-
on deferred payments The payments
of said rensils shall he made as pro-
vided in the original ordinance con-
tract
"Section 3.—All additional hydrants
voters of the city of Paducah, Ky., at
the general election to be held in said
city on .the 6th day ofNovember 1906,
the said vote to be taken in the man-
lier and as provided by law for the
submission of public questions to the
voters of said city.
"Section 4.—Thi5 ordinance
take effiect and be in force from its
passage, approval and ratification by
the qualified voters of the city of
Paducah, Ky., ana a written accept-
ance of its terms and conditions by
the Paducah Water company filed
with the clerk of the city of Paducah,
Ky., within ten (to) days after the
official certificate of its approval at
the popular election."
"At the present time the water
company has installed for the use of
the city 411 fire plugs, which under
the old contract are rated and cost
each year as folliws:
15o fire plugs a $40 
30 fire plugs (ii) $30 .





"Under the proposed contract this
same service would cost the city but
$8.23o for each of the first ten years
of the contract, a saving upon the
number of hydrants now installed of
$4555, per annum and for the ten year
period a saving of $44.550
"For each of the last eight years
which the franchise has to run, the
cost fOr 411 hydrants would be $6,165,
a saving to the city of $6,5to, per an-
num or of $52,oflo, for the entire eight
years of the franchise, making a total
saying to the city between the exisit-
ing contract and the proposed con-
tract of $96,630.
"There is nothing contained in the
proposed contract changing the rights
of the city or those of the water cons-
pan y under the original franchise
The city still retain% the right to pur-
ehase the water company's plant at
the expiration of each five year
period, in accordance with the terms
of the original franchise.
"This committee has also compared
the rates contained in the proposed
contract with those in effect in 127
cities for the same class
of service and finds the proposed
rates lower than those paid by any of
those cities. The approximate aver-
age cost per hydrant in the number of
cities mentioned above is US.
"The rates referred to were sub-






The Base is of Concrete While the
Boy Figures Will Have Electric
Lights in Hand.
shall
Judge Lightfoot himself is only as
1,46d for as Provided in section o
ne big as about a half minute, but he
hereof: hut at the expiration of ten vows he is much larger than these
(ie) years from the tinsesthis ordin- , zinc figures. He says the only man
*nee shell have been finally approved. 'in town he knows of bei
ng as small
as set out above, ill the then fire by- !.sts the figures, is his
 friend, M. "Ed-1
ilrants shall be charged and paid for die Clark, the popular superin
tend-
at the uniform rate as above. pro-:ent of the tra
veling force fot the pa-
Tided and the contract therefor sharl'clueah Saddlery Com
pany of Fourth
expire at the end of the eighteen years a4d Jefferson streets. 
.
Exed in section t ' bete new figure
s take the place
"Section 3.—Before this ordinance , of the concrete 
arches that were put
*hall become effective, it shall be sub- up 
several montbs ago, but torn
MAROS to a vote of the qualified 
down as they proved unsatisfactory.
There have arrived from St. Louis
the pedestals atid figures that are to
go at the Sixthitreet -and Seventh
street extrances of the county court-
house, and are now being placed in
position. The pedestals are of con-
crete, while the figures represent
small boys with hand outstretched,
each holding an electric light td
illuminate the way through the en-
on extensions of mains that may, be. trance. One of these figures .are
erected hereafter by the Paducah placed on each side of both entrances
Water company, its successors or as- two for the Sixth street side and
signs. as provided in the original or- two for the Seventh street side. The
;finance contract during the said pedestals are of zinc.
bighteen years, shall be charged and
SUPERINTENDENT HOYER HAS




MISS EMMA MORGAN YESTER-
DAY TOOK CHARGE OF M'-
KINLEY BUILDING.
Superintendent Lieb Will Meet the
Cadet Class This Afternoon at
Washington Building.
Capt. Fred Hoyer superintendent of
buildings for the public schools, is
having a little trouble in getting fixed
up as rapidly as he desires the new
room in the basement of the Wash-
ineton builelieg on West Broadway.
He has run across a scarcity of plas-
terers, oecause all these are busily en-
gaged on :ither contracts which they
ca not leave until finished. While
waiting for them Mr. Hoyer is hav-
ing the floor built in the basement
quarters that will be occuiped by the
siperintendent as an office anti the
trustees as a place of meeting. Mr.
Hoyer has let the contract for the
lumber needed to fix up the extra
room at the McKinley buildiae in
Mechanicsburg. When this building
was erected the four rooms on the
first floor were completed ind put
into use, whle the four on the sec-
ord were left in an incomplete con-
dition. No stairway leads from first
to second floor, and this will have to
be built first before the inside of the
room can be gotten to and finished.
It will probably be tuts weeks before
the two extra rooms are finished.
Assumed Her Dluties.
Miss Emma Morgan yesterday as-
sented her duties as principal of the
McKinley building, relieving Proles -
son Harrison who has been tempor-
arily in charge since school opened
The professor was yesterday put to
rk doing departmental work at the
Washington building, filling Miss
Mary 0. Murray's place while the lat-
ter is confined with illness at her
home on Monroe street.
Week's Exercises.
This morning the opening exer-
cise for the High School will be an
aedress by Rev. T. J. Newell of the
Broadway Methodist church. To-
morrow morning the exercise Will be
tateic. Thursday morning choruses
by the Choral Club of the High
School, and Friday morning several
selections by the orchestra composed
of the High School pupils.
New Pupils Enter.
Although the public schools have
been open one month now. many new
pupils continue entering the super-
intendent issuing entrance cards for
several every day or two.
Meets Cedet Class,
This afternoon at 3 o'clock Super-
intendent Lieb will meet all those
school graduates who are to form
the Cadet class that he will organ-
ize, and frolm thet membership of
which he will draw substitutes to
teach in the schools when any of the
regular instructors are detained by
illness or other cause from discharg-
ing their duties.
DEPUTY RETURNED.
Bud Howell Back From Visiting in
Ballard County—Prisoners -
Taken Away.
Deputy. County Jailer Bud Howell
returned yesterday morning from a
ten day's visit to relatives in Bal-
lard county. During his absence his
duties have been discharged by Joh,
lAustin, former driver of the pat I
wagon for the city police d p •
m en t.
Lena !ackson and Grace Bennett.
celored, were taken out of the coun-
ty jail yesterday and carried to the
Fewakfort penitentiary by Deputy
Sheriffs Clark Fortson and Gus Rog-
ers, to serve terms for trying to set
fire to the hoine of Mary Martin
colored, an enemy of the two con-
victs.
—Iseob and Bloom are preparing to
plat fine new fronts in the buildings
at 314-316 Broadway, the latter of
rwhich is occupied by White & Sirke,
while Van Culin formerly occupied
the Other. In the old Van Cahn
building a new g-ents furnishing and
,boys clothing house will be started.
in Argenta, was arrested on suspicion behalf of the 
city and order the city
of being the man who fired on Ma engineer to ma
ke out the bills, show-
honey and Belding.
Employed Extra Police.
The town was quiet all day, but as
a : cc:intim, Mayo - lsaneette - and
Sheriff. Kavanaugh swore in fifteen 1 company
 the body on the inspection,
an be made to any part
several extra-deputies to assist :hero( the w
ork,...illt is found_wat_satis-
___ ___.
quietly pot through in a business-like: board, returned 
Sunday from a ten
-- - -I-factory,pe r'ne. .
The lynching of !Blackburn wss Miember Geor
ge Langstaff. of the
n•asked men entered , the pollee sta- Contractor Bridges' 
has torn up ,
i day's stay in Wisconsin.way. Shortly before io o'clock four .
ton from 'the rear, and one coveted , some of the bad pl
aces in the con-
the turnkey with a pistol wh'ile the crete sidewalks he laid 
on Kentucky'
others got his -keys, quickly inIcsiked avenue and replaced the 
old with new i
Blackburn's cell ard too him ost the walks, made necessary on 
account of
1 bsek way. big cracks appearing in th
e pavement.
' ,Not a shot was fired, and there was In front of the Ke
ntucky avenue en,-




BLACKS START TROVIIPLE AND




LATEST LINK IN CHAIN OF
CLASHES WHICH STARTED
IN SEPTEMBER
Two Colored Desperadoes Who Start
Mischief Get Away, and More
Trouble Will Follow.
Argenta. Ark., Oct. 8.—As a sequel
to the killing of John Lindsay and
the wounding of his son, Policeman
Milton I.indsay, here Saturday night,
presumably by Garrett Colum and
Charles Cohan, negroes, H. Black-
burn, a negro, was lynched last
night at o'clock at the corner
oi Sixth and Main streets.
The lynching is the latest link in a
chain of clashes between whites and
backs which started on September 2,
when a white man named R. R. Mc-
Donald killed a negro musician nam-
ed Wiley Shelby.
Next day, at the inquest held at
Coltuns undertaking store, a difficul-
ty arose in which Robert Column was
killed and Deputy Constable Ed
Dindy and Garrett Colum severely
wcunded, the latter emerging from
the hospital only Saturday. Police-
man Milton Lindsay a brother of
Ed Lindsay was also hurt at that
time.
Saturday night Policeman Milton
Lindsay and his father were walking
past the Colum store when they were
fired on from ambush. John Lindsay
was killed on the spot. His sea was
seriously wonded, but managed to
crawl out of range.
Fired on the Police.
When the police and citizens at-
tempted to enter the store they were
fired on. It is supposed Charles and
Garrett Colum did the shooting. Lat-
er in the night, thinking the Colum
brothers were still locked in the rear
rooms of the store, the place was dy-
namited, but the negroes had escaped
unseen in .the darkness in the early
part of the trouble.
At 1:3o o'clock yesterday morning
Will Harding, a painter, was halted
on the street by unknown parties
whether blael or white he could not
tell.
He was asked if h ewas black or
w bite. On replying that he was
white he was told to go back, and
while leaving he was shot in the
back. At 2 o'clock James Mahoney,
a contractor. and A. L. Belding, a re-
porter of the Little Rock Gazette
while going to see Harding, were fir-
ed on from four different quarters
with shotguns. Mahoney was pain-
fully shot in the hand. Belding's
clothes were peppered with birdshot,
but none entered his body. That end-
ed developments for the night.
At noon yesterday H. Blackburn,
thirty-seven years of age, a negro
who conducts a confectionary store
'shot and killed Alfred Stephens a
luech wagon man, was safely taken
to the Marion county jail at Indian-
apolfs. The crowd which for a time
last night threatened to take Jones
from the officers and lynch him was
again in evidence early this morning
and it was only by the determined
effort of the sheriff and his deputies
that the excited men surrounding the JUDGE LIGHTFOOT THREW
jail were  Iota' Ilse-- -OUT- MAY`TY Or THE AC-
(loots down and entering the place. fiCmasea aikaaaagDAY.
Quiet Follows Mobile Lynchings.
Mobile, Ala., Oct. 8.—Fears enter-
tained of retaliation by the negroes
for yesterday's lynching of Thomp-
son and Robinson have disappeared
and the city is perfectly quiet tonight.
All saloons 'have been closed today.
Negro Guarded by Military.
Macon, Ga., Oct. 8.—The negro
who shot two white men last night
at d who was himself wounded was
seat to Atlanta this afternoon for
ssfekeeping. The military is held in
readiness in case of emergency.
The mob succeeded in breaking in-
to the jail at a Sae hour last night.
but the negro had been placed in the
barracks under isesvy military guard.
Green and Gaynor, two federal
prisoners convicted of frauds in the
Savannah harbor extpectitures, min-
gled with the enraged crowd in per-
fect composure.
Sheriff Saves Nlegro From Mob.
Columbia, S. C., Oct. 8.—J. E. Gal-
lard one of the three white men shot
by Henry Adams at Manning L-riday
evening, died from his injuries today.
Adams was an employe of Cole Bros'
circus. At Sumter a mob was form-
ed for the purpose of lynching the
negro, but Sheriff Muldrow evad
the crowd and brought his prisone-
ta Columbia.
Posse After Negro Murderer.
Charlotte, N. C., Oct. 8.—R. H.
Eubanks, superintendett• of a con-
sit cempany engaged on thc
double tracking ode the Southern rail-
'ay, was s et and instantly killed to,
day by Oscar Gaddy, a negro, at
th railw camps car Lexington.
A posse of aoo armed roen with





JUDGE ORDERS THAT ROAD
RUNNING FROM CALVERT
CITY TO STILES REMAIN.
Number of Deeds Filed for Record
Yesterday With the Clerk--Mar-
riage License Issued.
Yesterday Judge Lightfoot in the
county court issued a wholesale order
of dismissal in many suits filed by
the state auditor's agent against the
Paducah firms for state license money
the agent claimed due the cortmion-
wealth by the local dealers. When
the agent filed the suits ten days ago
he was informed that many of the
parties had already paid their licenses.
He instituted the proceedings any-
how, and now the judge dismissed the
follekving, who had been sued for 'the
sums and causes mentioned; A. M.
Leavison and company $25 for selling
beverages; Holt & Potter, Rowland,
Norvell & Co., W. N Janes, $25 each
for doing a real estate business; Hunk
Bros.. George 0. Hart & Co., and
Louis Henneberger company, $ too
each for aelling revolvers at retail;
Murray & Wathen, $35 for running a
p004 and billiard room.
The court gave judgment for US
against S. T. Randle for doing a real
for him and if caught lie probably estate business without a license. The
mill be lynched, judge left open the stilts against Moss
& Co., Paducah Advancing company,
Padoesb Loan company, and National
Credit compny, all of which are being
sued by the agent for $.2oo each on
the ground they do a money lending
business, but have no Icense. Al-
though the judge has contirrued these
latter ones over, he has looked into
the question thoroughly, and will
probably dismiss them also.
IMPROVEMENTS
INSPECTED
BOARD OF WORKS EXAMINES
PART OF THE WORK
TODAY.
•
Contractor Bridges Has Repaired
• Many Bad Places in the Con-
crete Sidewalks.
This afternoon at' 3 o'clock the
board of public works .will make a
tour of inspection of the bitulithic and
brick street work done on Kentucky
avenue from First to Ninth, and on
Sixth, Seventh and Ninth from Broad-
way to Kentucky avenue, and Broad-
way from Fifth to Ninth street. To-
morrow morning at to:3o o'clock the
board will examine the similar work
done on Jefferson from Second to
Ninth. and Sixth, Seventh and Ninth
from Broadway to Jefferson street.
The board inspects these improve-
ments to see that they are made all
right, and if so, accept the work on
ing how much each abutting property
owner has to pay as their portion of
the cost. The property owners are in-
vited by the board of works to ac-
extra policemen, and the sheriff sent so comp
laintc
heard several shots fired at Main and 
avenue.- At ninny other points where
ment Safety.
•••••••.,:saf
mg of what was going on until they Placed Inside Lawrence's Etablish-s
Sixth streets. Running there, 
they 
being 
workmanship appears, it is
torn away for the new.
found Blackburn already dead, hung.
"Ing
to a telegraph 'pole, while the crowd
around were apparently onlookers.
Blackburn was slowly strangling to
death when he was put out of his mia
ety by several bullets from pistols fir-
ed from the crowd.
In Indiana.
Bloomington, Ind. Oct. 7.—The ne-
gro Edward Jones who last night tried tomorrow.,
Road Must Remain,
Judge Lightfoot overruled the mo-
tion yesterday in the county court
that there be discontinued hereafter
the oublic road leading from Calvert
City to Stiles. in the county. Dr. S.
B. Oaldweld, Sr., wanted the road dis-
continued, but the court decided it
was of entirely too much benefit to
people of that section, therefore must
remain.
Property Sold.
An island opposite the county in
the Tennessee river has been sold by
Clarence H. Sherrill of Robert L
Reeves for $t and other considera-
tions. The deed was recorded with
the clerk yesterday.
August Yopp bought from Fannie
Wilson for $epoo property in the
Chamblin & Murray addition to the
city.
, W. J. Smith and others transferred
land in the county to Lee Waisner
and others
W. E. Downing purchased from
Annie Jackson. for case land out in
the county.
Lula Jones sold to Mrs. Sarah
Birchett for $1 and other considera-
tions property on Sixth near .1Ins-s
bands street.
Thomas C. Leech bought from
George C. Wallace forkoo property
in Norton's addition.
Land on the Wadesboro and Padu-
cah toad has been bought by Frank
Boyd from W. F. Bradshaw for
$1,200.
Licensed to Marry.
W. T. Norwood, aged 28 of Benton,
and Lyda Timmons, aged 23 of Fair
Dealing. Ky., were granted a license
by the clerk to marry.
deputies who were standing on the crete laid, while a 
of walk were taken up and new 
con-1
big place was 
Pratt, Sheriff Kavanaugh and two
blocks away, 'e iew sloth- 
LOST WHEEL.
;treet a few remedied at Third and Kent
ucky;
•
—Considerable excitement was oc-
casioned yesterday at Mayfield when
Deputy Sheriff Galloway and Former
County Judge James T. Webb had a
fist fight. over something conoect-
edwith Galloway serving a warrant
on Webb's son. Galloway will be
Mr. William A. Lawrence, the fur-
tiiture and second hand merchant of
Kentucky avenue near Third street,
has at his store a bicycle belonging
ts some one. The bike had been
starrefing for hours in front of his
e,tablishment, and on closing he set
it inside to' prevent it being stolen.






TWO OF NATIONAL LEAGUE
BASEBALL TEAMS OWNED
BY THEM.
6EOR6E DO VET AND
BARNEY DNYFUS
THE FORMER HAS JusT
BOUGHT THE BOSTON
NATIONALS.
Barney Dryfuss Has Controlled the
Pittsburg Pirates for the Past
Several Yeats.
It has been a source of gratifica-
tion to Paducahans for several years
the fact that Barney Dryfuss, former-
ly of this city, Os owned the Pitsburg
baseball club of the National league.
Paducah is the old home of Dryfuss
who stands at the top of the base-
ball ladder • f fame. Now this city
has cause to be doubly gratified to
/earn that another man who used to
Jive in Paducah, and got his baseball
Mart here, has become the owner of
a National league club. He is Mr.
George Dovey, and bought the Bos-
ton, Mass., club in the greatest league
of the world..
Everybody well remembers eigh-
teen years ago when the Paducah
baseball park stood at about Six-
teenth and Monroe streets. Those
were the palmy days of baseball, and
in the club was Dovey and his broth-
er, Hecker, Dryfuss and many others
noose fame has risen over the coun-
try in later years.
The St. Louis Star-Chronicle in
speaking of Dovey's purchase states
as follows: .
"It's true that Geo. Dovey, an em-
ploye of the St. Louis Car Co., is
the new owner of the Boston, N. L.,
club.
The report that he had bought out
Fossils Soden arid Conant reached St.
Louis Thursday night. The morning
papers made no attempt to verify
the rumor and tried to laugh it down.
They went so far as to say that
Dovey was out of town.
The Star-Chronicle located him Fri-
day. Fre wasn't found in time to have
his story printed in The Green, but
here it goes:
"Yes, the report from Boston that
I have bought the majority of the
stock M the Boston Nationals is true,"
Mated Dovey.
"Who are my partners? Well, I'm
not prepared to answer that question
just yet. However, suffice it to say
that I succeeded in raising the neces-
sary capital; have secured both the
club and the roal estate holdings, and
hope to give the Boston public in
due time, the first-class team it rich-
ly deserves.
"Stanley Robinson and I are great
friends. I am also well acquainted
with Barry Dryfuss, owner of the
Pirates, and Will Locke, the club's
secretary.
"In the old days dawn in Paducall;
Ky., some 18 years or so ago. I put
Dryfuss in the baseball business. 'I
have always loved the national game
and, while I am a little latr in be-
coming financially interested in it,
am at last in line, and trust that I will
be a success.
"I intend leaving for Boston the
latter part of next month. About
Decenibior i I will take up my perma-
nent abode there.
"That city is one of the very finest
in the land. Never having any use
foreninning horses, it's been baseball
and baseball only, the general public
Isaa patronized.
"Taylor and Collins had a great
team, but they allowed. it to d.egener-
Me. Thai season both Boston teams
finished last Hence, I begin opera-
tions on even terms with the opposi-
tion.
"1 will see that lots of money is
spent, and trust that I will succeed
in giving Boston the. good team it
deserves."
1:3°ver is a young man: not neces-
sarily a "itillt," best hardly over 40. He
icnows baseball from A to Z. and is
boarrl to make a "hit" with "fans"
ankl scribes in Branborotosh.
He's as mach unlike Soden and
Conant, those tight wadi that have
been running the club, as fine bur-
gloicla it like Male beer. Popular al-
ways in his set in St. Louis, Dovey
will take the best wishes of hundreds
of St. Louisan* to Boston with him."
To Name Lahr Candidates.
Lexington, Ky., Oct. 6.—The Cen-
tral Labor council held a meeting last
night and decided/ to name candidates'
for councilmen, aldermen and mem-
bers of the board of education. A
maws meeting will be held Monday
night, when candidates will be chosen.
A Ftablitz, secretary of the council,
raid last night that the movement was
purely local, and the national labor




REV. CAVE AND MR. J. M. BRUN-
SON ARE DELEGATES
FROM HERE.
Rev. Peter Fields Did Not Start His




DELPHIC CLUB HOLDS WEEK-
LY MEETING AT LIBRARY
BUILDING.
Miss Marjorie Scott Entertains This
Evening With a Dance at Hotel
Craig.—Other Elvents.
The Kentucky Synod of the South-
ern Presbyterian church will meet to-
day at Henderson, and continue in
session for about four days. There
will be present representatives from
every Presbyterian congregation in
the state, those from here being W
-F- -Cave assia Mrs 17 Mi. Brunson, both
of 'whom expect to leave today at
noon for that city.
Gideons Meet.
Sunday afternoon The Gideons held
services at the First Baptist church
and quite a number of the drummers
were present, the organization being
the body of Christian traveling men.
Week of Prayer.
Many are attending the prayer ser-
vices held each afternoon at 3 o'clock
at the Trimble street Methodist church
by the ladies of that congregation.
The public is cordially invited to be
present, as the services continue each
afternoon until next Saturday.
Box Was Packed.
The ladies of the First Baptist
efhiurob yesterday held their all day
meeting at the church, during which
time the missionary box was packed
for the frontier where it will be sent.
Revivals Postponed.
Rev. Peter Fields of the Third
street Methodist church did not start
his protracted meeting Sunday, hav-
ing postponed it indefinitely for sev-
eral reasons.
Rescue Mission.
Sunday night an excellent service
was held at the Rescue Mission on
South Third street, and after the
preaching there were six at the altar
far prayer. s
Rev. Chiles has two boys at the
mission who want homes. They are
w:thout a place to live, one being
nine years old and the other twelve
years, and both well reared. Any-
one desiring to adopt a bright boy
can communicate with the minister
UNIONS KEEP DOWN
WAGES IN FRISCO
mayor Schmitz Says Labor Council
After Quake Held to Old Scale
of Prices.
New York, Oct. 8.—"Without being
too optimistic." said Mayor Scbmitz
of San Francisco today, "I should say
it would take San Francisco about
ten years to re build.'
Mayor Schmitz is staYing at the
Waldorf for three days on his way
fa Europe, where he expects tq con-
fer with those German and Austrian
in.nrance companies which have so
far refused to pay up their insurance
on San Francisco property.
Before becoming mayor of San
Francisco"Mr. Schmitz was president
of the Musicians' Union. Asked about
labor conditions in San Francisco, he
replied:
"Wages would be much higher if it
was- not for the unions Shortly she;
the fire the building trades' unions
met in cotwicil and decided not to
raise their wage stales. Only in ex-
ceptional cases have individual un-
ions refused to listen to this advise
from the building trades' council.
"It is true that Wages in the build-
ing trades are probably higher in 'San
Francisco than in any othe city sf
the country. This is not the fault
of the unions, but the rise in rents.
Rents are 50 per cent higher than
before the fire. Theo also, there .s
a much greater demand for skilled
nechunics, especially those needed in
putting up stvl framed buildings.
than there is an available supply.
"But contractors are only taking
contracts on the percentage base
and are willing to pay higli wages. In
sll the probabilities rents have now
reached their high water mark, owing
to the very rapid erection of tempor-
ary dwellings, and with the fall in
nnts wages will resume their . old
/reel. The wages paid builders now
are much higher than the union
rate's"
Signs of a Hard Winter.
That the corning winter is going to
be the hardest one for the past twenty
years there is an abundance of signs
to hnw. and among them it may be
mentianed that—
The corn (husks. are a foot and half
thick, and all the stalks lean to the
wiest.
The geese. ducks and chickens are
rubbing borax on their feet to hardea
thcin up.
MI the one-eyed owls are leaving
the country a month earlier than
usual, and the boh-tailed squirrels are
laying in sweet potatoes as' well as
snits for winter provt0Ons.
The Delphic club meets this morn-
irg at the library building on Ninth
and Broadway.
Dance For Visitors.
A large party of friends enjoyed
the dance given last evening at the
Rt-d Men's hall in North Fourth
street by Mr. Georg Holliday, com-
plimentary to Miss Dickson, of St.
Louis, who is the guest of Miss Eu-
dora Farley.
Dance At Hotel Craig.
This evening Miss Marjorie Scott
31 North Ninth, will entertain with
a dance at Hotel Craig. compliment-
ary to Miss Lucye Bruen of Webb
City, Mo., who is visiting her.
Matinee Musicale.
The Matinee Musicale club will
neet tomorrow afternoon with the
'resident, Mrs. H. S. Wells, at 'her
home in the Empire Flats on Broad-
way near Seventh street. This is for
the active members and it is desired
that all be on hand, as the winter
sessions are to be resumed.
School Box Party.
Last Saturday night at the resi-
dence ol Mrs. Allie Schaeffer of the
comity, a box party was given for
benefit of the library of the public
school in district No. 15. Many peo-
ple were present and hugely enjoyed
the social that netted several dollars
for the library.
Mrs. Boone Entertains.
Next Saturday afternoon at 2:30
o'clock Mrs. Eli G. Boone, of South
Sixth street will entertain her un-
married friends, complimentary to
Miss Lucye Bruen of Webb City,
MO . who is visiting Miss Marjorie
Scott
At Five Hundred.
Mrs. Hubbard Wells will entertain
next Friday afternoon at Five Hun-
died at her apartments in the Em-
pire Flats on Broadway. The affair
is in honor of Mrs. T. A. Martin of
St. Paul, Minn., the sister and guest
of Mts. T. C. Warren.
HAIR-RAISING EXPERIENCE
OF A KANSAS WORKMAN
Fell from Top of 14-Story Building
Caught Rope and Climbed Back_
- Kansa, City, Oct. 8.—A workman
fell from the fourteenth story of the
new Long building Saturday and was
back at work in five minutes, without
an injury of any kind, save two blis-
tered hands. There was nothing be-
tween him and the stone sidewalk, aoo
feet below, when he started for it
'head foremost, but fifteen or twenty
feet down he managed to catch a rope
for hoisting purposes, turned a com-
plete somersault while a crowd of
spectators stood paralyzed with hor-
ror, slid a dozen feet further before
he got the better of his momentum
and then climbed back hand over
hand to the, fop of the building,
picked up his trowel and resumed
work.
The man was John A. Nichelson,
and his family live in Chicago. He
is a brick-layer and terra cotta work-
er, is forty years. old and weighs 140
pounds.
"I used to be an acrobat," said Mr.
Michaelson, "and I guess that is what
saved me. It happened in this way,"
he went on. "I was getting a piece
of terra cotta in place. when it got
the better of me and I could feel that
it was about to go over the edge. It
weighed 200 pounds and the first
thing I though of was the people on
the sidewalk below. II though that
if the piece was to fall the only thing
for me to do was to push it far
so that it would' -dear- the
sidewalk when it struck. But I was
too close to the edge myself, and
when the piece went over I followed
head first.
"Seared? I didn't 'have time to be
scared. I just grabbed. I don't know
whether I even knew the rope was
there. But I felt my hands strike
something, grasp it like a drowning
Man would grasp a straw, flopped
doer in the air until I was right side
up and, after a short slide down-
ward, srtopped. You know, I couldn't
very well stay suspended' there in the
air, soup the rope I went hand over
.hand.
The first newsboy to become a
student at Ifiroard under the scholar-
ship' fund of the Boston Newaboys'
Union will enter the freshman class
this fall
A new irlea•i plows was duly pro-
trcted by a Georgia woman, while one
in Ohio brought to the attention of




JOHN FARRIS ENTERED RACE
FOR LEGISLATOR FROM
LIVINGSTON.
Colonel John K. Hendrick in Lexing-
ton Yesterday—McCreary Speaks
Here Next Monday.
Yesterday another aspirant for the
office of state legislator from Living-
ston county sprang into the field and
made his announcement. The new
candidate ies Mi.- John Farris, the
well known fernier of the rural dis-
tricts of tfhat county. He enters the
race for the Democratic nomination
for representative against W. F.
Coss-per, the attorney who has been
the only one heretofore.
In Lexington.
Colonel John K. Hendrick was id
Lexington yesterday in the interest
of his candidacy for the Democratic
nomination for attorney-general of
this state. He will be in the Eastern
portion of the state for some days
yet prosecuting his candidacy.
McCreary Speaks.
United Stares Senator James B. Mk-
Creary will speak at The Kentucky
opera house there next Monday even-
ing, in the interest of his candidacy
for the Democratic nomination to
succeed imself in the senate. His
friends are arranging for the gather-
ing that will be a large one
Slate Made Up.
Sue:lay afternoon the Republican
"bosses" of this city held a clerk
chamber caucus at Captain John Wil-
liamson's marble yard on North Third
street, and fixed up their sla:s which
wa, well greased for Thurseay's Re-
publican convention that will be field
at the city hall in the afternoon. It
was decided to nominate at the con-
vention all the present Republican
aldermen, councilmen an' school
trustees, whose terms of o'''ice expire
at the end of this year. Jur: Emmet
Bagby will be nominated for city
police judge.
DEVLIN BANK VICTIMS
MOVE TO INDICT CASHIER
Mass Meeting Names Committee to
See the Prosecutor.
Spring Valley, 111., Oct. 8.—A 'TOSS
meeting call of aepositors • of the
wrecked Spring Valley Nantional
Bank. which closed its drirns in July.
zgo5. was held here this afternoon.
Many who had lost all t;teir money
by the failure spoke in I itterest de-
nunciation of the dead ,resident of
the bank. Charles J. Deena. and Casti-
iar Michael Barton.. A report was
resented' of an interview with Re-
ceiver Judge Trimble N*. hich was a
gloomy showing, stating chat he had
hut $18.000 on hand, awl' 'there was
little hope of more asset.... A motion
was passed unanimously to have the
state's attorney of Btwesu County in
an effort to secure the indictment of
Cashier Michael Barton, who left




Judge Young Dismisses Grand Jury
and Calls Another to Look
Into Liquor States.
•••••••••=1,4
Ma. Sterling, Ky., Oct. &—A sen-
sation was created at (Aingsville late
Saturday night when Circuit Judge
W. Young tlisliarged the grand jury
for failure to perform their duties and
chose a new grand jury ti meet the
15th day of this month to investigate
the alleged sale of whisky which has
been going on in the Bath county,
in violation of the local option law.
Judge Young says that he proposes
to show the people that prohibition
will prohibit. at least in the Twenty-
first judicial district and has sum-
moned United States Commissioner
Wood to this city to appear before
the grand jury and; give testimony re-
garding arrests made by Deputy Mar-
shal Jackson for illegal whisky selling
a few days ago.
THE CLOCK STOPPED.
When the 1,200 Pound Weight
Crashed Through Ceiling of
Court Room.
Georgetown, Ky., Oct. 8.--As Judge
Robert L. Stout sat reading deposi-
tions 'shortly after adjourning circuit
court Sattirday the striking weight of
the town clock crashed through the
court. house ceiling, startling the
whole city.
"The weather hod affected the
metal. cable which swings this
weight, eons-rating of 1,200 pounds of
'crap iron, bound in a box 12 feet
long in the tower on the top of the
court house. After 30 years/ service
it dropped through the tipper floor
and auditorium teariag apart
18-inch rafters. Adjournateast
of court had averted a dire disaster.
66Sal/n(1r Money
Its a Habit"
It's a Habit That Grows, and the More It Grows
The Easier It Gets
And All the Time That 4 per Cent. Keeps Piling Up
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$6.00 FOR $1,000 FOR 5 YEARS
Abram L Well & Co.,
Camdbell Building. Both Phones 369
tallattittna=ustauttgaeousgatgatigalaall
"WATCH ES9 9
Are you interested in a good time piece? We have a swell line
in Dueber Hampden watches, one of the most popular in the
market. We can supply an-Elgin, Waltham or any movement you
wish. Let us repair your watch.
PHONE 181 OLD
if your clock is out of orue r; we will call for it and warrant
every job in our line. Beautitul wedding preser.ts in sterl-
ing silver, cut glass or hand printed china. We are offering
Some special low prices for the next to days.
Eye-See Jewelry (111• Optical Co. I
315 BROADWAY
J. A Konetaka. Jeweler and Optician.
!POW - UMISOMPOSUZI 222222=222:22=27=======
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+ THIS DATE IN HISTORY.
October g.
+ + + + + + + + + + + + +
16.pa.
First commencement was held at
Harvard College. when nine candi-
dates took the degree of A D.
17ett.
Yale college receives its charter
and is formally opened as a school at
Saybrock, Conn.
17,47i
Jonas Sarrington died near Bergen
in Norway. aged 159. retaining the
perfect use of his faculties to the last.
1779.
The Americans and their FrenC)1
Allies attempt the reduction of Savan-
nah,. Ga., hut are repulsed by the
British. Count Pulaski is rrsortally
wounded.
1803.
The island of Madeira swept bare
of every vestige of life lay a water-
spout bursting against the side of the
mountain back of the city of Funchal.
Only human being to survive was a
baby.
t8oca.
Great storm in vicinity of Boston.
by which a vast number of vessels
were lost.
1812.
Lieut. Elliott of U. S. N., with so
volunteers, attacked and carried two
Britiah vessels, the Coledorria and De-
troit, on Lake Erie.
1637 .
General Lane with coo men took
the city of Huanoantla, Mexico, de-
feating General Sato Anna and oasis
I'vrexkans with the loss of only 24
killed' and, wounded.
149.
Race riot in Philadelphia between a
band of whiter called "killers" and
some negroes. Four houses were
burned, 4 persons killed ifid tr
wou Rd ed.
SA
" The Aril( -tase---riantl.--mai-5-a—rrriiier-at
,
St. sl.oula, Mo., as days and 4 hours
from San Francisco. (Pony Express.)
a.',..
ALaska is formally transferred by
Russia and General Rousseau takes
possession of Sitica Island.
mow MEN EMPLOYED
IN REBUILDING 'FRISCO.
Permits Representing $6,000,000 Is-
sued During September,
Chicago. Oct. 8.—Rufus P. Jen-
nings of San Francisco, secretary of
the California Promotion Commit-
tee, :unveil in Chicago yesterday
iseth a' view of establishing a branch
1
bureau of 'his committee in this city.
--• "San Francisco will soon be a 'new'
'Frisco in deed as well as in name.'
se d he. "The payment of insunnce
iin bio tied pror erty IA ith , the funds
seipplied by Chicago New Yo •i: Bos-
ton and other cities has plastid more
a . re s. in sioadatior. :.er i:aolia than
e...,•:- was lo •.wn 'refore. During Sep-
tember buildhig perm_ its_ representing
$6.000,ocio were issued.
i "There are employed at least 330
ow men of the building trades at
high wages and the labor demand far
(exceeds the supply. We are optimis-tic and we have reason to be, for ourprospects never were better."
BROKE NECK FOUR YEARS
AGO; STILL AN ATHLETE,
14wrence Gildersleeve of Long Isl-
and Indulges in Active Sports.
W York, Oct. 8.--Lawrnce Gild-
ersleeve of Huntington, L. I., whose
neck was broken four years ago, has
been made attendance officer of the
Huntington High School. Gilder-
sleeve's case is considered one of the
most remarkable on record. That he
sould be able to fith, hunt, drive and
enjoy other active sports was not
thought of at all. Nevertheless. he is
able to do all thele things and to
accept an office, OA work of which
is rather onerous. Gildersleeve's
noels was broken_in a football game
on Thanksgiving, Day, NOS
a er is wen ie r ay.
He entered upon active practice at
once in his native state, and twelve
years later, in 1849, he removed to the
city of Chicago. Few men have
wielded a greater influence in the
medical profession than Dr. Davis. A
resolution which he offered at a meet-
ing of the New York State Medical
4 association, led to the organization
of the American Medical association,
of which he was its honored presi-
dent for a number of years. He al-
so had the additional honor of being
elected president of the Ninth Inter-
national Medical Congress.
Dr. Davis helped to establish the
fir thospital in Chicago, the Mercy
Hospital and was one of its staff
officers for nearly thirty years.
Dr. Davis was also one of the
founders of Northwestern University
and for several years was Dean of the
Medical college of the university.
For six years he was editor of the
Journal of the American Medical As-
sociation. He was largely instru-
mental in the organization of the
American Medical Temperance Asso-
ciation and Was associated with Drs.
J. H Kellogg and T. D. Crothers in
editing the "Bulletin of the American of his party for the 
senate his in-
Medical Temperance Association," a terest would become 
intensely per-
most valuable and interesting medical !tonal. There would 
be added rea-
journal son for the attitude th
at seems to
Dr. Davis was always a profound have been forced upo
n the president
student of physiology and at the very He is today the guiding
 spirit of the
beginning if his professional career,- New York - Republ
ican -state- -teen-
adopted what has aptly come to be pair,: in 
_d as the party leader, but 
no sense a "boss," in theI
known as "rational medicine." Soon
after locating in Chicago he begin in the forefront as 
the safe and wise
making experimental studies of the adviser of those 
charged with the
practical conduct of the fight for the
It is Ito secret that Secretary Root
will have the guiding hand in direct-
vention. His successor, doubtless,
will be the man Mr. Roosevelt favors,
to be the best tted for the continu-
when he retired from office. With
vita a man in the White House, and
with Mr. Roosevelt in the senate, the
. which have be-
can people, regardless of party affilia-
nback grou
 ticket.
and he whom the president believel
ance of the work he has mapped out.
and which may not be completed
Roosevelt policies,..
lions, .would appear to he guaranteed
for the Noire.
effects of alcohol as a producer of
heat. The result of these experiments
is destined to produce a revolution
in the practice of medicine
On Christmas Day. 1854. by request
of the students of Rush Medical Col-
lege. of which he was a member of
the Faculty. he delivered a remark-
able lecture which has become mem-
motile, as the- fact was then given to
the world for the first time, that
"alcohol when administered to a
warm-blooded animal, diminishes in-
stead of increasing the tetnperture"
This kcture was published in
pamphlet form giving the tabulated
results of his laboratory experiments
in the effects of alcohol upon re-
spiration and animal heat, end as
might he expected. aroused great in-
terest. in the medical world and not
a little antagonism; yet his success
as a physician and his high chara
cter
as a man, caused his opinions to 
be
respected even where not accepted.
This. occurred over half a century
ago and yet how many are still cl
ing-
ing to the delusion that a glass of
liquor helps to make them 
warm.
Christ died the death of the 
cross
nearly twenty centuries ago and 
yet
how many still ignore the fact 
of a
personal obligation to him.
Dr. Davis has written much agains
t
the of alcohol as a 
medicine and
his articles are distinguished for 
their
vigor and the accuracy of their 
scien-
tific analysis.
On june t6, 1904, Dr. Davis 
entered
upon the long rest where there 
are no
ills_and no pain, leaving beh
ind him
the glorious heritage that the 
world
was made the better by his 
living in
it.
Dr. Benjamin Ward 
Richardson
was born in Leicestershire, 
England
October 31, 1828, and was 
educated
at Anderson's University, 
Glasgow,
Scotland, an institution at that 
time
diatinguished for the learning of 
its
—corps of instructofR-
After graduating in alp. he 
united
in practice with the editor 
of the
Medical Gazette, afterwards changed
to the Medical Times. In a s
hort
time he became a Fellow of the Ro
yal
College of Physicians, when he began
to devote his attention largely 
to
original experimental researches in
medical and sanitary science in which
be achieved! signal results, and his
articles in the medical journals of
the day were read with great 
interest'.
Tn 1860-6i while engaged in his ex-
perimental physiological researches,
be began to doubt, as he says for the
first time, the commonly accepted
physiological value of alcohol. Hei
bad no interest in the temperance I
movement at that time and was not
even a total abstainer himself. Being!
a conservative_by nature he was very
slow in abandoning the use of alcOhoh
in his own practice, and it was not un-
til /869, after the most exhaustive ex-
perimental researches that he began
multi unser ths forlorn circumstances,
and then she inquired meekly, as it
afraid of a refusal in advance: "Is
We Willyam Sudoff will pitch for
the Washing-tons against the Globes
in Sunday's game in Zimmerman's
track. Mokwa will handle his slants.
'Renzenbrink and Gleason will be in
the points for Bartley's "Beauts."
. First Game—Globe
Juniors vs. Whitt Oaks
 arrived at by Dr 'Davis that
alcohol does not give strength nor
heat to the body but on the contrary
W. C. T. U.
(Communicated.)
The meeting of the W. C. T. U.
• -at the First Baptist church last
,Thursday afternoon was devoted to
the department of Medical Temper-
ance under the superintendency of
Mks. Emma Byrd.
•Sketoheit were read of the lives of
two great pioneers in the discov-
ery of the real effects of alcohol on
he human system, Drs. N. S. Davis,
----pi-Chicago and Benjamin Ward Rich-
ardson of London.
Dr. Nathan S. Davis, A. M., L. L.
D„ was born in Chenango county,
New York, January 9, 1817. At the
age of seventeen he began the, study
•.-cif medicine in the College of Phy-
,sicians and Surgeons of the Western
District of New York, from which in-
stitution he was graduated with honor
on January 31, 1837, just four weeks
PRESIDENT
AN UNTOLD STORY.
'HOW ONE LIFE ENDED
ROOSEVELT!' 
MYSTERY.
WILLING TO BE SENATOR
WHEN HIS TERM
EXPIRES.
Belief in Washington That Roosevelt
Aspires to Be Successor
T. C. Platt.
Washington Oct. 8.—Theodore
Roosevelt, United States senator from
New York to succeed Thomas C.
Platt, when the latter's term expires
/arch 4, 1909. This may sound
strange to many, hut it among tihe
probabilities.
President Roosevelt is sincere in
Is • ermination not to again be the
candidate of his party for the presL
dency. He is unable to conceive of
BY L E. FRIEDMA.N.
rhey warned Lim when he entsre
the hospital that the operation w
I -zealous, that there was but littl• ..06 of its success and that it no
done, so to say, at his own ris
But he heard the surgeons' verdi
without flinching, even without an
change of expression. Then he
curtly and - decidedly, although mdli
ferently, like a man to whom life is
matter of no consequence: "Very wel
go ahead."
During the week he rested in the pri
rate ward of the hospital before tJa
operation the doctors, and more paz
ticularly the nurses, found in him th
element of the mysterious that begin
by piquing our curiosity and ends
fascinatizg it. was la the prime
life, evidently cultured, refined an
well-to-do; a Jew of the finest t
'twat featured, dark and striking'
handsome—so much was apparent o
the surface of things. But all subU
ni
fi
any conditions that would justify him attempts to pierce beneath that cur
in reconsidering 'his announcemierrf face and learn more about him h
that this is his last term in the White thwa
rted with an inscrutable snails o
House. That the president would
turned aside with a bored look, as
his affairs were of no importance t
hold it an honor to represent tits state him and, therefore, could be of n
in the United States senate cannot he earthly interest to anybody else.
doubted, for he himself has said that To Miss Marcy, the pretty Cans.diaj
he would be glad to serve his skate nurse who cared for him, he seemei
there. While the office of president the most remote, the most detach
is the highest within the gift of the person she had ever met in all her vs
American people. Mr. Roosevelt tied professional experience. The mon
would lose none of his great prestige she saw of him the more she wondere
by stepping from the White House to why It was that life made no appeal
the senate where he would continue him and had no charms for him. Be
fore long bar wonder left her and
shaping the policy of this govern-
to exercise 'his powerful influence in vague, inexplicable pity for him usurp
ad
ment and in pressing reform he has 
its place.
He had no visitors and furtherrno
in mind, all of which may not have he seemed to care about none, for h
reached their full fruition by the time rejected in his polite but peremptor
his term of offi;ce has expired. way all Miss Marcy's efforts to enter
The intimate friends of the presi- lain him. He read nothing, not eve
dent know that the believed be could the newspapers, and lay perfectly still
fie of great service to his state and his big black eyes fastened on the bar
hie country in the senate Sincere as wall, the expression an his face fixed
the interest of the president is in the immovable and unvarying, as if h
outcome in New York, in common mind were always considering th
with every other Republican. if 
he same thoughts and were held in bond
were to become the probable nominee
sae by them like a prisoner In the foul
walls of his cell.
The day after the operation, whie
proved unsuccessful, as the surgeon
feared, his vitality ebbed low. Whe
Lb. night came the interne beckoned
Mu Marcy into the hall and said t
her: "It La doubtful whether or io
your patient can five until morning.
think you otght to tell him so."
She reentered the room softly, wal
Id a moment or two and then, maki
surs that she had herself firmly
hand, started to break the mournful
election of the Republican
news to him as gently and indirectl
as she could, but before she had fairly
begun he cut her short with a wave o
his hand and said: "I know."
ing his party in the next national con- "There may be somebody whom you
wish to have here," she suggested
overawed.
His face, pale now as death itself,
looked reflective and he gave no an
swer. Miss Marcy. thinking he bed
forgotten It, repeated bar remark.
"No." he answered firmly. •
"Do you wish to dictate a letter to
anybody 7" she asked.
tbi hesitated a second,second,evidently pon-
dering. and then answered as before
come so popular among the Amen-
'
-No."
She waited awhile, busying herself
in making him as comfortable am she
there anything you want done."
"I eueld appreciate It," be said
eagerly in a Lash of returned vitality:
"If you would trace me up against
the pillows and let me smoke."
She attended to his request. placing
is box of black, thick cigars on the
Play at 3:30 table beside him. He 11( one and
puffed away as coolly as if he had un-
 til all eternity to finish it, his big
black eyes fastened piercingly on the
to abstain for the purpose of experi- nurse. In the semi-darkness of the
menting upon himself. As a final re- room his cigar and his dashing black
suit he was forced to the same con- eyes made three vivid lights..-two of
elusion them
 unnaturally bright
Now and then he laid aside his cigar
and moved his lips as if about to speak.
The nurse felt her heart beat quicker,
robs it of both. knowing if he spoke be would reveal
In 1867, he was elected a fellowalla-the mystery that enwrapped him and
ithe Royal Society of England. and n disclose the secret that she dreaded
t8611 was presented with a gilt of a, but none the lees longed to hear. But
microscope and a purse of one thous- Ike frowne nkling his high fore-
and guineas hy six hundred of his toad, ell smoking again,
medical brethren as a mark of their Miss Marcy suddenly became aware
admiration and high regard. , that an awful battle WUB going on in, 
In the winter of 1874-75 he de- the dying man's heart, that some great,
livered a course of lectures, famous 
overwhelming desire commanded him
as the Cantor Lectures on Alcohol. 
to speak and that a pride equally mass-
in which he gave the results of his
terful ordered him to keep hie lips1
t.-
scientific investigations in common 
I sealed. This battle and the dread ci
'cumatances amid -which it was being
phraseology- and- devoid of technical fought awed her, touched her with a
terms. These were published in sense of the terrible, almost od the
pamphlet form and had a large sale. f supernatural.
For a number of years Dr. Rich-i He threw away one half-.n,oked
ardson was president of the London cigar to light another and another, lift-
Medical Society and. when the British hag them away from his ilpe as if to
Mtdical Temperance Association was begin his ominous confession, but the
organized the presidency was cos_ struggle still continued, with the ad-
v
ferred upon him, a position he re- anta
ge in favor of pride, and he ut-,
tained until his death. I 
tired not a woid, not a syllable.
The night crept on and on as if fl
Temperance 
was also editor of the Medical i
comprised all Urns, as if it were pus'-
Review and wrote a posiely delaying its .end for this man
Ternpetance Lesson Boole which fras
been used extensively in the scitools. 
to "Lk- The silence became 1111•11-
durable, oppressive, terrifying, as if It
He is said to he the first person to alight 
break any element withou
aklvocate the teaching of scientific warning, into a peal that would shake
temperance in the public schools. the foundation of the hospital.
There was a great demand upon him His eyes burned brighter and bright..
for lectures giving the results of his sr, consuming the Ares of his life as
experiments with alcohol. In 1892, he they burned; then suddenly, at the
was elected physician to the London approach of the dawn, they dared for-
Temperance Hospital, and 1/393 ever, his last cigar
 dropped from Ida
sm
Queen Victoria conferred upon him mouth, 
ate inscrutable ile flitted
the honor of knighthood in token of MOM his 
face as If to Proclaim Pride's
her regard for his distingitiishea ser- '1Placre
tc1017w.rtbd heimp.allieZirianwitayh,istakiranunisng h 
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courts of iLein all
tacky.
C. MANNING SEARS, N. B.




























Rooms 5 and 6 Register Buildina
1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ey
New 'Phone On
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He and His Brother Have a Large New Stock at
518 BROADWAY
E. P. BOURQUIN, TUNER.
Now Is The Time
This Is The Place
WZvie
306 BROADWAY
FREE CATALOG DAY AND NIGHT SCHOOL
The Fever
Season
liaa few barrows for else resident whose horse is ft:pupped with
Modern Sanitary
Plumbing
Get estimates on Plumbing and Steam or Hot Water Heating frosn--.
Ed D.Hannan
THE PROMPT PLUMBER,





SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR MANDLING FItEIGHT, MACHIN.
32T AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND MO) ROE. BOTH PHONES.








Office- 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
The Oldest Continuous Honestr,
PAWNBROKER










At Regieter Building, 52
3 Broadway






toter ed at the Postoffice of Paadn-





Three Months  
1.25
One Week  
.50
Anyone fasting to receive this pap
er
regularly should report tne mat
ter to
The Register Office at once
. Tele
phone Ctunberland 318.
Tuesday Morning October 9, 
1906.
Race troubles throughout the So
uth
have broken out afresh, and 
are
more violent than ever. The 
negro
is entitled to a equare deal, an
d the
Southern people usually give 
it to
'him. If he is industrious a
nd law-
abiding, no harm ever comes t
o him,
but if the vicious ones yield to
 their
passions and lust and go ab
out as-
saulting women or shooting 
down
white people over trival matte
rs they
may expect to meet with a
 short
shift, together with all who 
aid or
abet him in the commission
 of the
crime either before or after 
it oc-
curs. When the negro learns t
o con-
trol himself there will be no 
trouble
hr him. The lawabiding neg
ro is a
geoid citizen, and is so regard
ed by
all,
The Owensboro Inquirer, like 
The
Register, still clamors for the f
acts
about the alleged theft of cor
npagn
funds in Igo°. In 1903 Be
ckham
threatened to make public Ole hist
ory
of the unsavory matter, but for 
some
reason or other be refrained from 
do-
ing so. It has been common repo
rt
throughout the state that somet
hing
I-ke $65000 was stolen, or 
appro-
priated by a certain trio of politi
cians
before it reached the commit
tees
hands. • The democrats of the 
state
should-be given full informatio
n on
the stsblect.
Woe a number of editors thro
ugh-
out the, state are getting exci
ted over
the state. campaign, and are 
busy
grinding out sizzling hot edito
rials by
the yard. Things are so 
hot at
Frankfort with the State Journ
al on
one side and the Call and the C
rusad-
er on the other, that it will 
be mid-
winter before things begin to
 cool
off. All of them have up a
 full head
of steam and if someon
e aces not
kindly throw a switch to the
 side-
track, they will run right into
 a bar




A, Chicago clergyman, Dr. John 
B.
Sha`w, has coined a new' word.
 In
describing the conditions existing
 in
..041priea today, incident t the chas
e
for the almighty dollar, he diagnos
ed
the ,disease as "Americanitis." 
In
Ng he calls it a complication 
of dis-
ettaes.
"In the first place," declared Dr
.
Shaw, "the American heart is beat
-
ing to fast. We are going at
 too
fast a pact. We can't keep up
 the
sr eed And preserve the n
ational
health. The average American 
run,
not walks. He is always in a h
urry.




"Is it any wonder, then, that
business men wear out and that 
• ur
women see afflicted with ne
rvaus-
ness at an early stage of their
 (ex-
ittence? I know of thirty-four widow
s
within a radius of a few block.
; and
it is my opinion that their hu
sbands
have simply burned their nerve fo
rce
out and hastened to premature gr
aves
"Then there is the American 
con-
science. That also is badly 
diseased.
I would say that America
 is afflicted
with fatty &generation of t
he con-
science. The exposure of graf
t in
high places, the evidence of g
raft in
politics and of graft in insuran
ce cir-
cle* shows the state Of the
 American
conscience. One does not 
know
where to look in this country
 for ab-
sclute honesty. We are gro
wing to
be a country of graft,"
"The third thing that ai
ls Ameri-
ca." said Dr. Shaw, "is a
 disetoltd
brain. The national head i
s com-
pletely turned by greed. M
oney is
everything. Money gives the pull i
n
politics, the pull in society, the pull
universal. We are money mad with
,
out any question. I once knew a
man Who could never see the sun rise
that it did not remind him of a big
golden guinea. We are a good
like that man. We are all seeing
yellow. In the race for money
everything else ist_forgotten.
"What is the remedy for this con
-
dition of affairs? I would ay call i
n
tilt great physician. Jesue Christ c
an
cure these ills.and only in him c
an
be found the remedy for them."
Competition in Street-Car Servi
ce.
(Louishille Post.)
What Louisville now needs as much
as anything, except fair elections
 and
a speedy administration of justic
e in
the criminal court, is an open sale 
of
all future street-car franchise con
ces-
sions under such circumstance
s as
will induce other companies than
 the
Louisville City Railway Company 
to
enter the field.
The precedent of requiring the 
fran-
chise sought for .by the Ken
tucky
Traction Company to be sold a
t auc-
tion should be followed in all 
future
cases. If this is done not onl
y will
there be a material increase t
o the
revenues of the city, btrt a muc
h bet-
ter street-ear service is likely 
to be
secured.
Experience in a •hundred dif
ferent
localities shows that no one 
thing
militates so much against an ef
ficient
transportation system as mono
ply. if
there are two or more railro
ads con-
necting two cities the railroad 
rates
are always more reasonable and
 the
service better than when there 
is only
one road connecting the two 
given
points.
The Louisville City Railway 
com-
pany has no opposition. It cla
ims an
exclusive and perpetual franchi
se up-
on many of our city streets. The
 at-
titude of the management in m
any
instances seems to be that if th
e peo-
ple do not like the service the
y can
walk, and walking is now out 
of the
question in a city of the 
size of
East WhInut street may be 
taken
as an illustration of how the polic
y of
the street railway works. This is
 one
of the roost important lines in 
the city
and connects She central part
 of the
town with a section which is 
rapidly
developing. The revermea gaine
d by
the company from this franch
ise are
very large, but the service is 
in sonic
•ways execrable.
The cars on East Walnut stree
t are
indeed, large and handsome, 
and at
certain, hours in the after
noon the
schedule is good. During itte g
reater
part of the day. however, on 
this im-
portant line the cars are run 
ten and
twelve minutes apart.
This is not the worm part o
f the
service, however. When a 
passenger,
boards an East Walnut street 
car and
pays his fare he ha; a right to 
believe
that he will be carried to the
 end of
the line He has no 
asserrance.
however, that this will be done
. There
is a car bare at Baxter and 
Highland
avenues, and very frequently the
 cars
switch into this barn, and th
e passen-
gers are rudely dumped 
out on. the
street, with instructions to 
"take the
next car."
This is not all, however.
 Frequent-
ly when passengers do wait 
on this
corner to "take the next c
ar" they
find that tthe conductors dema
nd new
fares when the cars come 
up. A's an
illustration of this the ex
perience of
a gentleman returning home 
from the
recent Bryan meeting may 
be cited.
.He hoarded an East Walnut 
street
car at Sixth and Walnut 
streets, ex-
pecting to carried' close to t
he end of
the line. At Baxter and H
ighland he
was ordered to take the ne
xt car.
The next car did. not come 
along for
nearly twenty minutes. and 
wheh it
did come there was no o
fficial to tell
the conductor that the pass
engers had
paid their fares on a prev
ious trip ang
were entitled to transp
ortation for
the rest of the trip.
The conductor came throu
gh and
demanded fares. When 
told. of the
circumstance's he said in a lou
d' tome
"Itois dammed funny that
 I was not
told about it."
We do not approve of 
the use of
profanity, hitt it was fun
ny, first, that
this conductor had not 
been informed
of the manner in whic
h these pas-
sengers were treated. 
and, second,
that men who feel 
constrained to
curse passengers should. 
be employed
by a public service 
corporation.
The service on Shelby 
street and on
Preston street is even w
orse than on
Walnut. Both these' l
ines pay hand-
somely. If a competing 
company ran
cars along parallel streets 
it would re
vastly improved.
The Evening Post does 
not believe,
however, that in tfhe future
 the Louis-
ville City Railway C
ompany should
be barred from, biddi
ng Tor new fran-
chisee. The sale should
 he at auc-
tion, but other co
rporations should
be given a chance to 
bid on a lum-
ber of streets now 
unoccupied. Then
if the City Railway wa
nted the fran-
chise bad enough to pay
 the worth of




be a second street-car 
company iit the
city
—The McCracken County Farm
er's
Institute will hold a meeting 
at the
court house next Saturday. 
gather to transact their 
business.
DO NOT HAVE TO PAY TAXES
TO COMMONWEALTH OF KY.
JUDGE LIGHTFOOT ENTERS O
RDER IN THE SUIT WHERE
  THE AUDITOR'S AGENT CLAIM
S TAXES FROM-THE AYER-
LORD COMPANY—JUDGE SAYS L
OCAL OFFICIALS ARE NOT
RESPONSIBLE IF CHICAGO AUTHOR
ITIES DO NOT AS-
SESS THE FLOATING PROP ERTY
. 
-0
In the county court yesterday Judge
Lightfoot issued an order elisrniesin
g
in favor of defendant, the suit of
Auditor's Agant Frank Lucas against
The Ayer-Lord Tie Company, wher
e-
in Lucas attempted to collect taxes he
claimed diue the comimonwealth of
Kentucky, upon the floating proper
ty
of 'the tie company..
'Plat suit waa_filhaal.,aehahalaa Jear
s
ago by Lucas against the tie comp
any
whicth has several .boats around 
here
but Chicago is. the home office. J
udge
Lightfoot decided the company d
id
not have to pay taxes here, but 
in
Chicago. He therefore threw the
 suit
out. Lucas carried it to the ci
rcuit
court here, and+ Judge Lightfoot 
was
atimained there. Lucas then too
k it
to the appellate court of the
 state,
and that tribunal reversed 
Judge
Lightfoot and Judge Reek!' by 
order-
ing that the tic company pay taxe
s to
this state. The Ayet-Lord 
people
carried. it to the supreme cou
rt of
the United States, and t
here the
judges decided the company 
did not
'have to pay taxes in Kent
ucky, in as-
much as Chicago is the home
 office.
Pursuant to the judgment of this 
high
tribunal, Judge Lightfoot no
w decided
'by issuing the order, relieving the ter
concern from paying.
, Ten days ago while h Chicago City
'Auditor Kirkland visited the asses-
sor's office there and found the Ayer-
Lord people did not have anything
assessed. for taxable purposes, except
$2,000 worth of office furniture and
fixtures. The City of Paducah taxed
the company's 'boats in 1904 and t
he
concern paid the arniount, $606, bu
t
now aela for its return on the ground
their floating property is taxed else
-
where. Before returning the mon
ey
tilie city authorities looked over t
he
Chicago records, and the former a
re
now talking of not giving back t
he
1904 money paid in.
Judge Lightfoot yesterday in ente
r-
ing his order relieving the compan
y of
paying Mate taxes, said the 
highest
court in the land had decided they
 did
not have to pay here, but tha
t if the
Chicago authorities did not m
ake
them pay there that was no
ne of the
business of Paducah and the st
ate of
Kentucky, as the latter were 
not re-
sponsible for errors of the 
govern-
ment of Chicago, which is the 
home
office of the tie company, a
nd the
place where the taxes are to be 
paid
+ + + + + + + + + + +
 + +
•
+ MAN ABOUT T
OWN. +
Hear the loud alarum be+Ils
—+ MAN AND MULES+++++++ + + + + +
Brazen bells!
What a tale of terror, now, 
their tur-
bulency tells!
In the startled ear of night 
SHERIFF ELE ASKED PADU-
flow they scream put their a
f- CAH OFFICER STO WATCH
fright! 
FDE WILLIAMS.
Too much horrified to speak,




How the danger sinks and s
wells,




Of the bells, bells, bells, 
bells,
Bells, bells, bells—
In the clamor and the clango
r of
the bells!
If old man Poe had been a cit
izen
of Paducah when he wrote the
 above
it would have been even wilde
r; and
he would have been an inrmite"
ef the.%
mad house before "The. Rimier
)' was
vat itten.
It can safely be asserted that
 there
are more bells, of varied t
une, size
and condition, with one exc
eption.• in
this city than in any other of i
ts Mae
in the country. The excepti
on men-
thned is the church bells. 
There are
comparatively few, but this i
s amply
made up for by the extra 
number of
smaller bells.
Nearly every vehicle from th
e hot
tamale vendor', cart to the 
street car
uses a bell, the loudest, bi
ggest and
most nerve-racking are 
used by
the ice wagons. one of the 
latter be-
ing suppfod with a gong
, to judge
by its sound, about the size 
of a hogs-
head.
The street cars are well 
equipped
and manned by motormen
 who know
how to get the greatest 
volume of
sound out of them. Of C
ourse a gong
is necessary on a car, to wa
rn pedes-
trains and vehicle at 
crossings, but
in ,no licher city of the 
country do
the motormen jingle the bel
ls almost
continuously.
"In the startled car of ni
ght," even
Lftot• clevea o'cloc!: and 
eornetimes
past midnight, motormen on
 some of
the cars in the residence 
district ring
the gong from square to 
square, and
not a passenger or vehicl
e in sight.
The drivers of the ice w
agons vie
with the motormen in the 
noisemak-
ing busitiess early itt the 
morning,
disturbing the clumbers of t
he people
who have been kept awake 
during the
night by the street car gong
s and en-
gine bells.
The city solons have ena
cted laws
forbidding the blowing o
f whistle
by boats and locomotives, 
but where
one person would be 
awakened oar
disturbed by a boat whistle
, fifty are
kept awake on account.
"Of the bells--
Of the bells, bells, bells
, bells,
Bells, bells, bells—









Meeting Until This Eveni
ng.
The board of' police and 
fire com-
mistioners did not meet in 
monthly
session last evening on 
account of
Mayor Yeiser and City C
lerk Henry
Bailey being busy at the 
aldermanic
githering which meets, in 
the sariie
hall as the commissioners
. The po-
lice board postponed thei
r session
over until this evening, A
hem they
'ter'a
,tective Wm. Sakti Yesterday
Went to Harrisburg, Ill., After
Jim Doolin.
Sheriff Eley of Benton yesterd
ay
requested the officers heie to ke
ep
'a lookout for a man named Jim I
A'il-
I !anis who is en ratite to this cit
y
Over land in charge of t v ) mul•*. Mr
.
Eley said he had a warreut for Wi
l-




One of the drivers of Henry Pet-
:ce wogan. notified the police
last evening that he had .ound layin
g
in the street a roll of a•fteen yard
s
of netting. It is telievial to bet
on;
a man namel Biol.-. The t•-.attind
is at the ice office.
Suspect Arrested.
Alex "Montgomery was arrested
yesterdayo morning by Officers 
Ter-




Detective William Baker left yea-
terday for Harrisburg. ll., after Jim
Doolin who will be h -ought back
here to answer the charge of being
implicated in the theft of much rope
from•tie barges moored :11 the river.
The detective wired to the Harris-
burg people to know if Doolin was
over there, and receiviva a response
that he was, left for the man who
will he brought hack today to stand
trial.
Tthacco Pilferer. ,
Yesterday marning About 3 o clock
Officers Terrell and 'Brennen 
seer(
eassing near Second and Jeffertio
n
streets, when they noticed a man act•
ina suspiciously. The patrolmen
started, towards him, and the negro
dropped 'his coat and a tilt; 'bundle
 of
leaf tobacco and dashed off in thc
darkness. He had doubtless sto
len
the tobacco, which together wi
th
his coat, was taken co the City Hall
,
Spectacles Gone.
Alex Overstreet, colored, of 
sev-
eral miles in the county. yester
day
wanted the police to give him a wa
r-
rant for John Stewart, aged 14 ye
ars
who had been given a home wit
h
Overstreet, but which lad ran awa
y
taking the $3 spectacles of O
ver-
street's wife. As the boy i; a
 lad
of tender age, Overstreet was ref
er-
red tothe juvenile court.
Aged Man Robbed.
Yesterday morning J. H. Ward
,
aged about 65 years, started 
across
First street at rear of the New R
ich-
trend hotel towards the ice fac
tory
to get a drink of water, when Oh
o
men !prang out from the dark
ness,
struck him in the head with an 
in-
strument Which felled Ward, w
hose
pockets were then rifled and Sa
s()
procured by the robbers, who 
rushed
off into the darkness.
Ward staggered Into the 
hotel
horn whence he was taken to
 the




OF OFFICERS! WHITE SOX
ROYAL ARCH MASONS IN-
STALL NEWLY ELECTED
'OFFICERS.
Odd Fllowa Grand Lodge Will Con-
vene at Harrodsburg Today--
Woodmen Exercises.
This evening at the meeting of Pa -
docah Chapter No. 30 Royal Areli
Masons, the following newly elected
and appointive officers will be in-
stalled in their respective positions
to serve for the ensuing year: H. W.
Hills. high priest; R, E. Fulmer,
king; R. C. Judd, scribe; Fred W.
Negel, treasurer; Fred Acker, secre-
tatyt I. 0. Walker, principal so-
journer; W. L. Bennett, captain of
the host; C. 0. Brown, royal arch
coptain; A. F. Schaeffer, master of
first veil; Harry L. Meyers, master
of second veil; Harry R. Hank, mas-
ter of third veil; George 0. Ingram,
sentinel.
Odd Fellows Lodge.
Messrs W. H. Patterson and Gus
G. Singleton did not leave Sunday
e,ith the other delegates for Harrods-
burg. Ky., to attend the grand lodge
meeting of Odd Fellows. These two
representatives weer detained at
home, but the oth-rs ale now there
participating in the gathering which
opens today.
Monuments Unveiled.
Sunday a fternooa manyhundred
people were at Oak Grove cemetery
witnessing the unveiling ceremonies
of the Woodmen of the World. The
monuments of several members were
unveiled, and the exercises smite im-
preesive. The Jersey camp, beaded
I)) its hand, gathered at their hall ot,
Third and Eleventh streets, and
marched a foot to Fifth and
Broadway, where they were joined
by Olive camp. The combined
taillike then proceeded to Ili • ecme-
Order of Owls.
A Paducah lodge of the Order of
Owls was instituted here Sunday at
she Knights of -Pythias hall by Mr. H
W. Mitchell of Cairo. Thirty mem-
bers were commenced with, and meet.
Wigs will be held every Friday night.
The offwers choien Sunday were F.
F. Nieman, president; Louis Clark.
past president; L. B. Ragan, secre-
tary; Harry S. Allen, invictor; A. L.
Redman, vice president; Charles Ellis
treasurer; T. G. Park, sentry; Wi
ll
Hubbard, picket; M. D. Campbell,
warden.
Knights of Columbus.
Next Friday the Knight of Colum-
bus give an entertainment at 
The
Kentucky, at which time Rev. Fa
ther
Nagle of Iowa will deliver an addree
s,
the affair being commemorative 
of
the 414th anniversary of Colum
bus'
CHICAGO TEAMS, VICTORIOUS
IS BOTH LEAGUES WILL
DECIDE. SUPREMACY.
•111141.••••••
Games Between the Winners Will Be
Among the Most Interesting
Ever Played.
Chicago, Oct. 8.—Both the Ameri-
can and National Leagues have end-
ed their championship schedules for
the 1906 season, and for the first time
in the history of baseball two pen-
!Ants have fallen to one city. Chicago
is the proud possessor of this honor,
The Windy City will also layaclaitn-
to the world's champion club, as the
Cubs and White Sox are to battle for
that title tomorrow.
In the National League the Chi-
cago representatives, under the man-
agement of Frank Chance, took the
lead early in June in the mother or-
ganhation, and were never 'headed.
They also established a new record'
for the major league in the matter of.
games won during the season. Out
of the 153 games played by the Ctibe
haring the campaign just closed, they,
landed it6 victories.
The best previous stunt, in this re-
spect, was the winning of tot) games,
which was accompliatied by the New
York Giants season before last, when.
the Gothamites made the first runa-
way race in the National League.
Outside of the easy manner in
which the Cubs won the pennanh the
chief feature in the Pulliam organiza-
tion was the hard struggle between
New York and Pittsburg for second
place. This lasted until the middle of
September, then the Pirates went to
the bad and the Giant, cinched mat-
ters 'easily. The "titer clubs cut little
figure in the race, ;aid occupied the
5aune relative positians throughout
the better part of th: season. Brook-
lyn and Cincinnati. however, had a
pretty fight for fifth place, which fin-
ally fell to the heralleydrulgers by one
game.
Boston brought up the rear and
finished last, with the record of 102
defeats.
In The American League.
The American League furnished
one of the grandest races ever known
in the history of the game. Matters
rr.ged in a nip and tuck struggle ri
ght
up to the close of the laat contes
ts.
Not until the last week was the pe
n-
nant winner determined, when the
Chicago Wthte Sox upset calculati
ons
and nnied the Ntsv N'oloic Highlanders
out of the buting Both teams b
at-
tled gallantly for the honors,
 but
White Sox had the zahantag f 
play-
ing on home grounds, whilit 
the
highlanders finished .in hostile t
erri-
tory.
After being shut out o( their pe
n-
nant chances, the Highland
ers fell
back and had to battle like g
ood id-
discovery of America The musical lows to 
land place by a
program to be rendered will be
: Ismail margin over the Clev
eland's,
Solo. '`Caristima." Mi's's A
nna which club made a strong bi
d at the
Bradshaw. !el
eventh hour. In fact, during
 the
Solo, "Hebenera." from Carmetlietter
 part of the season, all 
clubs
Miss Mamie Dreyfuas. sav
e Washington and Boston 
had a
Solo. "Goodnight, Beloved, Good look 
in for the lead up to the last
 few
night" Evert Thomption. wee
ks of the season. The N
ationals
Qiiartette. Patriotic Airs 
Messes. and ileaneaters dropped 
behind early
Harry Collins, first tenor; Sl
avic Mall, in the campaign and rema
ined tail-
second tenor; Will Green, first
 basic enders throughout 
4
Ed Scott, second bass.
Coroner Frank Faker has retu
rned
Irani St. Louis,
Miss Rose Rowley of Cairn 
has
gone home after visiting Miss Luc
Ae
Pcnnywitt.
Mrs. Dr. Horatio Reed has 
gone
hack to Chicago after visitin
g her
father, Mr, Doc Hayes, the ba
rber. Philadelphia • •
Mrs. E. W. Bockman and 
child St. Louis  
have gone to St. Louis to visit.
 Detroit 
Mr. Wm. C. Clark has 
returned Washington .
from a trip ter St. Louis. 
Poston









HOW THE MAJOR LEA
GUES












Mr. Elmer Townsend was 
here Clubs
Sunday from Mayfield spend
ing the Chicago
day: 
1New York . .
Pitteburg
Rev. J. T. Cunningham arrived 
yes-
t(rday from Princeton to Visit 
his
mother. Mrs. A. G. Cunningh
am of
North Sixth.
Hon. Henry Burnett of Lo
uisville
was in the city Sunday.
'Attorney N. C. Nelson and
 wife
were here yesterday from Smi
thland.
Rev. T. J. Owen has returned 
from
Wingo, CIK.y., where he is 
supplying
the Methodist church pudpit 
until a
new minister is procured.
Mr. James 'Baldwin, of Smi
thiand,
Was here Sunday.
Mr. Wm Hendrick has r
eturned
from a trip to Smithland.
Mr. Brack Owe!) left yester
day for
his coal mines at Hamby, Kt,
Mr. John D. Srnith, of Gra
hamville.
Ky., went through the city-
 yesterday
en route to Harrodsbury, Ky.,
 to' at-
tendthe Odd Fellows grand lod
ge.
Mrs. J: T. 'Stokes, of Fulton
, and
Mrs. D. A. Hubbard of Water 
Valley,
are visiting Mrs. Samuel Hub-
bard of Tenth and Jefferson.
Mr. and Mrs. Berney Cleary 
and
Mr, and Mrs. Clarence Ellith
orpe
leave this week for a Western 
tour.
Brooklyn • •
Cincinnati . . . . ......






























Thirty-Five Years Ago Toda
y Mrs.
O'Leary's Cow Did Her Costly
• "Stunt."
A fact indelibly impressed in the
memory of most pepple, and partic
-
nlarly those advanced in life, is t
hat
just thirty-five years ago today 
Mrs.
O'Leary's cow kicked over the la
mp
while being militia' in Chicago,
 and
thereby started the great confl
agra-
tion, which aearly completely 
de-
qroyed that city whit* was a larg
e
and thriving place at that time. The
ccw put on her famous "stunt" °
le-
tt her gth, tf17t, and thereby became
famous.
'Miss Polly Ferriman is here from
Chicago to spend the winter with






BANK AND REHAOPF FIRM
HAVE MUCH LITIGATION
DEVELOPED YESTERDAY THAT LAST WEEK AMERICAN-GER-
MAN NATIONAL BANK SUED E. REHKOPF SADDLERY
COMPANY FOR $26,000 FOR MONEY CLAIMED DUE ON
LOANS.—E. REHKOPF PREP ARIN)G TODAY TO FILE SUIT
HIMSELF AGAINST BANK, WHILE OTHER LEGAL CONTRO-
VERSIES WILL ARISE.
It dlevelopeid yesterday that last, The Mechanics and Farm e-is 'Sav-
o& week there was filed in the circuit
court here a suit for $26,000 by the
American-German National bank
iagainst the E. Rehkopf Saddlery
Company and President E. Rehkopf
individually. The suit was filed last
week in the circuit clerk's office, and
nothing known of it until yesterday
when- the -deputy- - elveriffs—oerved- the
documents upon Mr. Rehkopf, who
has returned after a ton day's absence
in New Orleans and Memphis, where
his physician advised him to go for
a rest, fearing he would break down
• under the strain. In the action the
bank sues the saddlery firm for about
$17,000, and makes E. Rehkopf a
party to the suit because he endorsed
the notes. In the same action the
0bank asks for judgment against E.
# Rehkopf for about $9.000 which it
claims that he personally owes the
financial institution. About Pol000
worth of private property owned by
Mr. Rehkopf was attached in this ac-
tion yesterday by the officers.
Rehkopf yesterday announced
that today he would bring suit
against the American-German Na-
tional Bank to recover the "double
penalty" under the national bank laws
for usurious interest the bank is ac-
cused of having charged Ms Rehkopf
on hiiritlidiVittual loans. Mr. Reh-
kopf now has his bookkeepers going
over the books, ascertaining the
amount of 'Interest 'he has paid the
bank during the past two years on, his
personal loans. He claims the bank
always charged him above 6 per cent,
which is the highest amount of inter-
est a financial institution is permitted
by law to charge for a loan. The law
also says that any concern can re-
cover double the amount of inter•
paid for two years back to a bank,
piovided the bank charges above six
per rent. Mr. Rehkopf thinks he has
paid the American,-German between
Ups° and $5.000 interest, and if it
amounts to this much he will today
bring suit for double the amount.
He also yesterday said that the
bank always charged the firm above




, (Continued from Page One.)
nutted by the local water company
and this committee assumes that the
figures are correct. The lift of the
cities with the rate paid in each is an
file with this committee and anyone
desiring to verify the figures con-
tained trhierein may have the oppor-
-firnity of doing so at arty time.
"It should also be borne in mind
that until a .new contract is entered
into between the city and the water
company, that the rates (-hafted antler
the existing contract will maintain.
The only alternatives offered to
make a new contract or to dis-
escape.from the old rates are either
continue 'the service, the latter of
course, being quire impossible.
"Therefore, this committee has no
hesitation in recommending to the
-genera council and to the voters, of
the city of Paducah', that the proposed
cintract be ratified."
On this contracj being confirmed.
the aldernirn- gave initial adoption to
-*Ilse ordinance which receives second
approval at their hands this afternoon
and then goes to the council for the
two necessary passages before it is
binding. The ordinance stipulates the
people shall vote on the contract and
the aldermen decided that on final
passage of the ordinance that
it be published in all three newspap-
ers of the city every day until the
election occurs, in order that every-
body can peruse it and thoroughly
understand the proposition before
casting their -ballot for or against it.
Other Business.
Last night the aldermen disposed of
1111 the bminess As/hich iflvirttitt have
come. before them last Thursday
night if they had met. At that time
they postponed 11 but a few ques-
tious until last nit, so that Thurs•
t)ay they coati/ attend the horse show
The board ordered retarded lot ttie
county clerk's office the deed vAteriiin
Mrs. Ella Purlieur transfers to the
city for $7,000 entingh ground to rain
• a sixty foot street from Broadway to
Kentucky avenue, *here .South Tent*
a street should be.
The city solicitor was directed to
draft and bring in a valid. ordinance
providing for concrete sidewalks on
South Fourth beiVireett,,Norton and
Husbands streets. The ...sfd ordinance
passed for this work was Invalia çn
amount of sante inteptinsations. _
The city owes the ettneri:an Road
ings bank will be included in the
"double penalty" suit as Mr. Rehkopf
says they made some borrows. from
that financial instirutkm also.
from 7 to to per cent, and that when
a trustee is selected in the bankrupt
court to take charge of the firm's
business, he would demand of the
trustee that he sue the American-Ger-
Tratt-tdritiSt double $14,985, which
Is the amount of interest the firm
I has paid the bank during the past
twenty-four months.
I Judge Cochran in the United States
,court at Louisville last week decided
the Rehkopf firm should be forced
into bankruptcy, but not until today
will he make the order referring the
case to Referee Bagby of this city so
the trustee can be chosen and busi-
ness settled up. Until today is given
so any defense could be entered to
the motion of creditors that the com-
pany be adjudicated a bankrupt, and
no opposition being evidenced, the
order referring the ritigation will be
made.
Yesterday in the circuit court here
there came up the applicat-on if As-
signee Barber for a permanent in-
junction, to restrain the American-
German bank and others from dis-
posing of the $3o,000 worth of goods
the Rehkopf concern stored in the
warehouse, receipts for which were
given by the warehousemen to Reh-
kopf, who hypothecated them to the
bank for loans. The bank moved
these goods from the warehouse, and
stored them at different places over
the city. The assignee wants an in-
junction preventing disposal of the
articles, and Judge Reed had set the
question for yesterday, but as the
matter is going into the bankrupt
court. Judge Reed left the injunction
question over until next Monday,
when it will probably be dropped. if
the bankrupt trustee has taken
charge ,by then. When the latter is
selected and qualified, all matters
then come before the Federal bank-
rupt court. At that time Assignee
Barber will urge that the $3o,coo
worth of goods moved by the bank
he returned.
Roller company $5oo balenec on the
street roller bought from that con-
cern, which has now ..-one in:o bank-
ruptcy. The numicipality had to
make some repairs on the machine
after it was gotten here, and now the
company's agent agrees to .settle the
city's $500 debt for $250, knocking off
the other $250 to offset the local cost
in.nrred in making the repairs. The
aldermen agreed to tbs compromise
and also empowered. :he board of
works to buy for $100, the city's old
street roller which this defunct com-
pany took in at $1,zco in welling Padu-
cah the new machine.
The board of works was empow-
ered to buy some extra electric are
lamps that are needed at the city's
lighting plant for use when any of the
•present lamps get out of fix.
The erdinance committee was di-
rected to bring in a new law prohibit-
hug horses from standing on the re-
constructed streets. For hours
animals are permitted -to stand on the
brick or hitillithic thoroughfares, and
by constantly stamping they break thc
brick, or injure the bitulithic.
The water company was directed
to put a fire hydrant at the alley be-
hind Baker Eccles wholesale grocery
at First and Washington, and also one
at the alley leading behind Isernan S
wagonyard on Washington between
Second and Third.
The mayor Was directed to adver-
tise for bide by dealers wanting to
st--p;,ly feed for the horses of the.
diff:rent city departments.
Property owners on South_Eleventh
between Clark and Jacloton street.
want a new treet built there, but the
hoard refused to order it. •
Residents of Fountain avenue be-
tween Broadway and Jefferson want
concrete sidewalks along that block
and the committee was directed tq
bring in for adoption the ordinance
authorizing the improvement.
To the board of supervisors was re-
ferred the request of James Bulger
that a reduction be made in the valua-
tion of his, property in- its assessment
for municipal tax purposes.
City 'Health Officer Graves sued the
city two years ago for money he
claimed dime him for extra services
during the smallpax epidemic.
lost the snit, and the courts being un-
able to make the court costs out of
-him, several weeks ago one Months
salary due him from the city was held
up 'to pay the appellate court costs.
Now the aldermen ordered another
month held up to pay the circuit court
costa. If the costa are not gotten out
of Min in some way, the city has to
pay it.
_Ect Oiciee9 money was refunded





E ARE SOLE AGENTS FOR THE BEST *41.1,TUCKY
Coati sold on the market. Why send yotir money out
- of the state when you can buy a Kentucky product
for less money, and get as good fuel for any domestic purpose as
money will buy.
When you buy Kentucky Coal, you
are fostering home and state enter-
prises, and when you buy Luzern('
you are getting the best Kentucky
produces.
We also handle all sizes
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE
Coal at $9,00 per ton
ing for the saloon, license that was showed be had. collected $439 fines,
rejected. 1$104.10 costs, while $79 had been re-
The -traction company was ordered plevined, $5o appealed, and $7 left on
to turn back to the city the grant i
'had on all the public streets from
which the company has taken up its
tracks in changing the routes! covered
by the different divisions.
Chairman Miller of the finance com-
mittee reported to the board that
many of the city departments had al-
ready this year spent more money
than allowed them last January, and
Which allowances were to run the de-
partments until the first of next year
He submitted his state-ment in orde.
to show the board they would have to
go slow about spending money, as
not much more was on hand for this
year's expenses. His documen
showed the following sums appro-
priated the first of this year, also
tfhose that have overdrawn.
Salaries amount appropriated $17,-
400. balance on hand $4,696.88; streets
amount appropriated $18,000, over-
drawn now $2,957.34; fire department
—amount appropriated-27,000, pres-
ent balance $5,260.12; police depart-
ment—amount appropriated $21,00n
present balance $4,276.02; electric
plant — amount appropriated —$8,cioo
overdrawn $329.64; water—amount ap-
propriated $t2,5oo, present balance
$3.15r Si; real estate—amount appro-
priated $t..5oo. present balance $1,-
493-75: City Hall—amount appro-
priated $1.000, overdrawn $448.2o; Oak
Grove—Amount appropriated $2,500.
balance $349.55; new cemetery—ap-
propriated $5oo, balance $497; pauper
and charity—amount appropriated
$3.000, balance $1.05.2.03; hospital—ap-
propriated $5,ono, overdrawn $3,678.75;
sanitary--appropriated $3.000, balance
$317.60; geeral expense—appropriated
$5.000. present balance $1,358.50; con-
tigent fund—appropriated $25,000,
present balance $12417.86; costs
and suits—amount appropriated.
nothing, overdrawn at present time
$2,o2/112; interest—appropriated $43-
500, present balance $5,852.18; floating
debt—appropriated $7.905. balance $3.-
718.30; sinking fund—appropriated
Woo°, balance $4,000: library—appro-
priated $4,0oo, balance $2,000. Bal-
ance of street bond money, $46,96).06.
Outstanding contracts will more than
consume the remainder of the bond
money.
Jnitial passage was given the bill
prohibiting "buciaet shops" or com-
mission houses from operating in this
city after the first of next year. The
measure stipulates that anyone run-
ning a place of this kind after the
date specified will be fined from $25
to $too per day.
Final adoption was given the ordin-
ance that submits to a vote of the
people of this city at the coming elec-
tion the question of whether Or not
the municipality shall issue $too,00no
bonds, the money to be used in buy-
ing and' maintaining public parks..
Mechanicsburg residents petitioned
the aldermen to have concrete pave-
ments laid on Clement *am Meyers
to Bridge street, and then along
Bridge street, to the McKinley school
building. The board refused the con-
crete pavements, but empowered the
street cominvittee to lay plank walks
leading to the school so the children
will not have to wade the mud this
winter. The same committee was di-
rected to have a plank walk put from
over near Baitmer's fill on West Ten-
nessee street. and leading to the
Washington school building, this for
enefit of the school children also.
Chief James- Collin's September re-
port of police court cottaions,
iced, 121 Kentucky avenue; John Lan-
ing parties to open saloons at the
treet numbers indicated! H. T. Vnol.
t hand for collection.
Licenses were issued to the follow-
ham, 115 South Fourth; M. H. Galla-
gher, 829 Trimble, and Tinley at
Sixth and Filey. Oscar Denloer was
permitted to transfer his saloon from
1043 Kentucky avenue to tont Ken-
tucky avenue, wlhile George H. Good-
man was granted a wholesale beer
license, to do business, at 108 North
Second.
The -board ratified- the sale by the
r city of Oak Grove cemetery lots to
Mrs. Peter Berger, Owen Wallace
George P. Wiener, while confirmation
was given the transfer by J. D. Smith
t Sr., of his lot to R. B. Smith, and by
0. Wheeler to another.
There was referred to the board of
works the question as to *whether
there shall be put in the estimates
against property owners on Kentucky
avenue between First and Second, and
Jefferson between First and Second,
the cost of the storm water sewerage
system laid last year. The city had
, laid the torm water sewerage system
under the avenue up to Second street,
and also underjefferson from river to
Second. The cost was pr,id out of the
public treasury-. Now the avenue has
been paved- with brick from First to
-Secont, and on out, and the board
is to decide whether they can tax up
against the abutting property owners.
the sewerage cost, along with the
brick) street cost, and in this manner
refund the city the money paid out
last year for he sewers. At all other-
points where a street is paved of
bitubthic put, with storm sewers, the
property owner pays for cost of both.
The city paid for this avenue work
from First to Second so it co,pld' be
doswalien, and not have to wait for
the gariajgratreet work. Jefferson from
Firsto,k) Setond has never been
bricked.
_ The sanitary committee was em-
powered, If 'I.found absolutely nec-
essary, to employ a competent brick-
layer, so the latter could watch after
the brick work done in the sanitary
and storm sewers started, and see
that, good workmanship was receiv-
se by the city. Engineer Washing-
ton asked the board to permit him to
hire a brickmason so an experienced
man could always be on the work to
protect the city's interests from in-
ferionr workmanship.
People on West Jefferson street
want cinders or something put at
every corner so they can cross the
streets without getting into the mud.
The street. committee was directed to
act in the matter.
The engineer was directed to put a
h-ick culvert, where now stands the
wooden bridge spanning the creek in
the hollow where the Husband street
fill is being made. and which bridge
is to be filed over by the dirt being
used irt constructing the fill. •
The board of works was requested
to have put along First from Broad-
way to Jefferson street, the pile of
crushed rock standing at First and
Jeferson, and also the pile laying at
Second and Clark. The city as no
use for the rock, and as First be-
tween Broadway and Jefferson is
very muddy, it is desired to spread
the rock there and give the public a
good passageway.












WE CAN MAKE IT OF INTER-
EST TO EVERY LADY IN PADU-
CAH TO CALL AND SEE OUR






This store has always had success with the
famous Thotuson's "Glovo-Fitting" Corsets. Al-
ways a fine line of Thomson's itiodela here; the
very latest and best. Plenty of all sizes ia every
style, ntJ we shall continue to halo the.a ; for the
Thoinisoa Glove-Fitting" Corset is one of the
very best p.-odur" l in lois eonitity. ).:.3 it is nat-
ural 13:at it elese' " • :-esen..e.1
in the foremost
Evory "fllove-ritner" Corset
guaranteed to give satisfactory wcax 
Price legine at   SUN
Purcell & Thompson
407 Broadway
We have a splendid variety of suitable pieces.
Many of them are new and exclusive designs.
The designs are cut on the finest quality of blank
crystal.
Our glass is of unequalled color, brilliancy and
•••
J.L.Wolff  Jeweler 
Subscribe For The Register
Now is the time for you to fillPyom coal house. Lump 12c, Nut 11c
Best Kentucky ana Illinois Coal
Also dealerliCLIME:anctr,CEMENT. Agent for WhitehaRand
Agatite -Cement. "KING OF CEMENT,'i
h.M Cunningham,
Phones: Old 960, New 245. Thirteenthl;and-Adiiiiii Street
1'
FAILED TO BEAT 'PHONE.
Kan with Plugged Coin Was Not
Foxy Enough to Make
It Work.
A friend of the proprietor went into
a cigar store the other day and stepped
to the slot telephone. Taking down
the receiver, he told the girl at the
central station what number he want-
ed. Then, says the Philadelphia In-
quirer, while she was ringing up that
number he called out to the proprietor
or the store:
"Say, Bert, why Isn't this a good
place to work off this plugged dime."
"It is," said the proprietor. "Chuck
It In."
In a moment the girl said: "Tea
cents please."
Down went the plugged dime into
the slot.
"Too-oo-oot," went the little horn In
the machine.
''Ten cents, please," said the girl
again.
"I just put In a dime," he protected.
"I know," she answered, "but you'li
have to put in another. That one was
plugged."
"I thought probably it would be a
good place to work off the plugged
dime," the proprietor laughed later.
"It was. You worked it off all right."
"But how the mischief die she know
It was plugged'? asked the friend The
horn tooted all right."
"Yes," said the proprietor, "but
she's a pretty smart girl. Sue knows
—especially when you hold the receives
in your hand and tell somebody you
are going to put in a plugged coin."
MONKEY AND THE LADY.
'feminine Fashionable Has a New
Whim Which Makes Her
Conspicuous.
— —
The monkey is being adopted as •
pet by some women in these days.
Thia fashion is exhibited to the world
because it is the thing to do to take
the monkey out dri%".13$ with you, it
you own one, says the New York Sun.
"I take my monkey out driving, just
ea I would a pet dog," explained a pio-
neer in this field.
Her friends did not believe her until
the other day, when one of them came
forward to corroborate her.
"I saw her," said this sltness. "1
was on a side street. standing at the
curb about to cross the street, when I
found my eyes need upon the almost
human eyes of a monkey walking on
the top of the closed doors of a pass-
ing hansom.
"Back of the monkey she sat looking
as pretty as a picture and evidently
much pleased with the attention that
her pet was drawing to himself, not to
mention herself.
B. was not one bit the barrel-organ
type of monkey, but a dainty monkey
Visaring no other ccat than his own
natural fur, the color of a fawn with a
sheen of satin.
'A silver collar set with turqfuoise
circled the little creature's neck. A
silver chain attached the collar to the
mistress' hand. She, by the way, car-
ried out the silver and pale blue color
scheme charmingly in her own attire."
WORLD'S WETTEST PLACE.




The wettest place in the world, so
cording to the Russian Meteorological
Journal, as abstracted in the Revue
Scientiflque, is Cherrapunji, In the In-
&Wm province of„Assam. From 189$
to 1903 the average annual rainfall was
11 223 meters (nearly 37 feet).
Next came the environs of Bombay,
wIth 6.83 meters annually. But it
should be noted that at the station of
Debundscha., in Kamerun, 10.454 me-
ters (34 feet) of rain fell annually,
chiefly in summer. The wettest year
in Cherranunji was 14.789 meters (48
feet) in 1861, and in Debundscha 1,4.132
meters (46 feet) in 1902. In the latter
place there fell in the one day of June
1902, 4E6 millimeters (over one and
a halt feet) of water—more than the
whole annual average h. the Parisian
begin.
Th• neighborhoed of warm seas and
high mountains is the print ipal cause
of these extraordinary precipitations.
It may he (x)ected that the exteusios
of meteorological observation will
show other zones of rainfall more In-
t,' 0 than has been hitherto believed,
as in Java and Sumatra.
Hoot of the French Motor.
One generally thinks of the French
Language as being more musical than
our harsher northern tongue. But the
motor-hoot in French is a far more
-Aar-splitting affair than it Is in rtig-
!Oh. To begin with, it is more, often
t siren than a hoot. and all oyes
Prance one now beers. the long, ex-
ernciating Wails that are generally as-
sociated with ships—or with souls is
torMent. And when, as in some in-
'deices, a railway whistle is substi-
tuted, and the automobile rushes
shrieking over the cotmtry-sitfe like as
e•press train, the English' tourist ells-
covers very emphatically that he doe(




Him—Do you think women should
have the privilege of proposing?
Her—Emphatically not.
"Why not?"
"And give men the privilsge of Mr
fusing? Never."—Cleveland Leader.
Bather Indefinite. .
. Miles—You ought to see the horse I
purchased last week. He can pass any-
thing on the roan.
Gilee—So? Go!ng in the same de
, (111111001?--Chicage ay News
HAND-PRf 3SED LEMON OIL
Only Way o: Extracting the Flavor-
ing Xt. Aar from the Rind
k,f the Fruit.
“This oil cf lemon," said the spice
merchant, "is aa ezquisite thing. It ii
hand-pressed—pressed by hand out of
lemon rind. Smell it."
The odor of the clear oil, says our
Informant, i.,,iggested sunlit lemon
groves miles Li extent on a mountaiq
side overlook!: g the blue sea.
tell you how the oil of lemon IS
extracted," he aid. "A man sits tette
a sponge in e e hand and a piece of
fresh lemon e -1 in the other. 114
presses the p d against the sponge
giving it finale. a certain difficult and
dextrous twist, and this breaks the
cells in the del, and the oil—there's
enly a half doe) of it—comes reluct-
antly out upon the sponge.
"When the le, aige has taken up the
dribblings of ab ut a hundred rinds, it
Is wet enough to be squeezed out. An
ounce or so of clear and fragrant oil
then flows from t.
"There is no • •••• to extract this oil
within a lemon except by squeez,
lug and twistin rind by hand. It
takes the rinds of about 1,200 lemons
to make one pound of oil.
"Did you, by the way, ever watch
bartender hold a pb •r• of lemon Peel
over a cocktail, and give the peel a
sudden, quick twist? Well, he was
then flavoring the cocktail with oil of
lemon, though the quantity he extract
ed was so small as to be quite invisi-
ble.
"Imagine doing that bartender twist
until you had collected a quart or so 03
this rare oil."
SCFNTED LUBRICATING OIL
Usid for the Bearings of the Deli-
eats Drills Employed by
Dentists.
"No, we don't perfume axle grease,
nor do we scent the oil used on the
Journals of freight cars" said the deal-
sr, "but there is one lubricating oil
that we do scent, and that is the fine
oil wed on dentists' drills.
"Such drills, tiny little drilla of beau-
tiful workmanship, are made sows,
days for use in every possible position.
There are drills thet project from the
shaft at a right angle, this being made
possible by the daintiest little bevel
gearing you ever saw, within the drill
head. Others are set at an obtuse
angle, and others, again, are set at an
cute angle.
"With one or another of these vari-
ous drills you can drill out a hole in
any tooth in any direction, up or down
or from the front or the back or the
side, but of course the little drills
wouldn't run smoothly or nicely with-
out lubrication, and you wouldn't want
to put fah oil in a patient's mouth,
already suffering enough, probably.
"So here is where scented lubricat-
ing oil is used, on dentists' drills—on
the solid part, within the casing that
constitutes the handle, attached to the
end of the flexible shaft and on the
dainty gearing at Uis head of the drill
Itself—fine oil that is scented with
fut a touch of attar of roses.
DOG'S NAME IN DIRECTORY
Mica List Contains One with Occu-
pation Given as That of
Watchman.
"Robert Badger*. watchman, No. as
West street," is the way it read In the
Utica city directory, and the woman
who responded to the bell call told
the man at the door that "Bob" was in.
says the Philadelphia Public Ledger.
"I'd like to see him," remarked the
caller, for he was in search of a watch-
man for his establishment.
"Here Bob! here Bob!" called the
woman, and a lively bull terrier rushed
Into the hall.
And then the woman laughed, for
the Robert Hedger° In the directory
was none other than "Bob," the ma+
eot of the Utica & Mohawk Valley Rail.
way company. who had been listed In
the directory as a "watchman" because
that's just what he was
Bob is probably the only doe on rec-
ord who has his name in a city direc-
tory. lie is tlie property of Milford
Dadeero, prpate secretary of General
Manager Allen, of the street railway
He is known by all employes of the
Rho, and is always a welcome passen
ger, who need pay no fare. o.
A short time ago Bob went to Rome
with the company's claim agent Fib
became strayed there. When the claim
agent reached home Bob was there
He had taken an earlier trolley.
The Chauffeuse.
He lay proFtrate in the duet.
"Alas!" he cried, "you have broken
my heart!"
Her dark eyes, wild with fright,
questioned mutely the ambulance sur
geop.
"No," he said; "it's only two ribs
and the left shouldnr blade."
With an exciamefion of relief the
chauffeuse, or lady automobilist, pulled
the lever and sped on—Philadelphia
Bulletin.
Haunting Fear.
"Yet, there is one cloud on my fu
tyre':
"What is that?"
"I do as fear that when I have
worked so hard to make a name to ge
down to posterity they may go rine
put me In a hall of fame."—Baltimpre
American
Not Worried.
"They say the race is grow all
pr every year," observed the entist,
gravely.
"That doesn't cut any figure!"
chirped Busyman. "Nowadays a man
Is meats red by the size of his pocket.
beekl"--Detroit Free Press.
PRINCESS AS A HOUSEWIFE.
She of W'ales Knits Husband's Socks
and Sees That He Wears
Them.
Like her mother before tier, the
princess of Wales is a first rate house-
keeper, and though she is a very busy
woman socially; there are but a few
things in the management of her
household which she does not under-
stanl and many white "Se personally
super.intends.
The princess has no liking for sit,
[hag with idle hands, and she la never
without some sort of needlework. She
not only knits the prince of Wales
socks, but sees that he wears them.
Once, for instance, when the prince,
after a long day's shooting, returned
home tired and wet, the princess was
having her tea and the sportsmen
were all quite ready for theirs, but—
careful wife that she is—the princess
would not give her husband any until
he had changed his wet boots and
stockings, and he, though laughing and
protesting, had to do her bidding.
The princess is an excellent moher,
and both she arid the prince are 'cry
anxious that their childhen should be
brought up on the simplest lines los.
sible. When they are at York cottage
they have their little ones with them a
great deal, says Home Notes.
Formerly the hall was constantly
used by the small princes. One day,
however, a visitor fell over a hoop be-
longing to Prince Edward, and now
the children have a special play room
of their own.
SENSE OF THE TURTLE.
Reptile Possesses Remarkable 111.•
stinct for Finding Nest-
ing Ground.
During the summer months, from
May to August the big sea turtle
lay their eggs in the beach. They
come possibly hundreds of miles, and
if undisturbed, will land within a few
yards of the same place year after
year, says Forest and Stream. They
crawl up the beach in the night and
make their nest in the sand just above
high water mark. I have watched
them from behind a sandhllh but a few
feet away.
They dig the hole with their WM
flippers, and after covering it over,
first filling it with eggs, they will ge
a few feet and make another place, I
always thought as a blind, tor one
looks just like the other. They lay
each month usually during the hist
tides of that month, beginning in May
and ending In August, from 90 to US
ens.
During the eummer I found ase
brought into camp 2,785 saga I pot
some in the sand near our camp and
In 27 days the top eggs hatched, the
rest In three days more. The little
turtles would dig out, raise their lit-
tle heads and sniff the air • moment,
THE COLORS OF SYRIA; i
liarowlaus Warmth and Depth Wall
the Landscapes of That
Country.
—
The clowning glory of a Syrian land-
scape, however, is its brilliant coloring.
Before I left America it seemed to me
that the vivid tints of Tissot's pictures
must be exaggerated, but they fall short
of the reality, says the World To-day. CI
course, no artist can hope to reproducer
the marvelous warmth and depth et the
()piers in an eastern landscape, or to
imitate the vague, soft hues that are so
characteristic of the Syrian atmosphere;
but it would be almost as impossible for
him to find tints that were ov erbriglit or
to arrange them in an order too daring.
to be matched by the Syrian sun.
The very nights are full of color. The
moonlight is so brilliant that it is easy
to read a guide book; and, even on a
moonless night, and in the wilderness,
far from any city's glare, the starlight
has been so bright that I could see the
second hand of my watch and could find
quite a distinct shadow cast by Jupiter.
moonlit scene at home gives only the
Impression of light spots and dirk
spots; everything is black or white or
gray, but here In Syria the moonliget
shows all the colors of the rainbow. Toe
green of the trees and grain, the red of
the tile roofs, the blue of sea and him
and the white of the distant mountairs
are softer and more delicate, but hard-
ly less distinct, one from another, than
in the sunlight.
But the sunset colors are the best of
all, especially where the mountains
come close to the sea. I hesitate to corn-
part Beirut with Naples; yet we have is
clear skies here, the sweep of the bay is
much the same, and, Instead of smoky
Vesuvius, there is the splendid range of
Lebanon, culminating in Jebel Sunnin,
almost twice as high as the Italian




Row He Is Regarded by Peasants
Over Whom He Wields
Power.
"Our priest," says the young Russian
peasant, who, through the mouth of
Ernest Poole, In Everybody's, describes
"The Night That Made Me a Revolu-
tionist," "had been the priest to our
grandfather. An of us children, and
even our mother 40 years before, had
been baptized by him. He was a tall,
thin, hard-eyed old man, in a black
gown; he had a long beard and stiff locks
of gray hair down over his shoulders;
his bony face was always tight and
I stern; his eyes were dull; his deep voice
I
was slow and never had a glad sound
in it. He had no friends, but just rode
along the mountain roads alone; all of
'us children, and even the old people,
were afraid of him.
"Once, when I was very small. I was
driving a goat with my little sister on
his back. The old goat was so solemn
that some rich, fat merchants drivingthen start for the river, 100 yards
by stopped and laughed. The priest was
with them. When they laughed he, too,
tried to smile kindly at us. That was
the only time I ever saw him try, and
tee smile was just a grin, with DO If.
It, it There was an old story that his
wife had not been afraid and had
bossed him, but even she got worn out
and ran away. Ile never opened his
mouth except for two things. Either
Siberian City That Comas Near Is be spoke to God, chanting prayers and
Being Worth a Few Days masses, or else he spoke to the peasants.
Sojourn. growling: 'Pay,
away. It was always a mystery to me
how a turtle could find the same place
on the shore. When a short distance
out at sea it all looks alike—just sandy
ridges, with scrub palmetto and esarse
grass.
HIGH LIFE IN TOMSK.
Tomsk, Siberia, is not such a dread-
ful place. A traveler writes of it:
After leaving the governor we paid a
visit to the shops of Tomsk in order to
complete our outfit. We ware able to
buy apples newly arrived from the Cau
casus, tea from China—only 400 miles
away, and brought by a sledge ce
drosky by the overland trade routes
first opened by Peter the Great—and
many kinds of goods from Germany.
such as kodaks, photographic material
and all kinds of up-to-date articles.
"We also paid a visit to a barber,
'who could compare favorably with one
of the first-class barbers in the west
end of London, and was quite as dear,
charging us a shilling for a shave and
a haircut. I was in every way very fa-
vorably Impressed by the town. With
a population of about 60,000, it is as
rich in churches and public buildings
as any English or American town with
five times the number of inhabitants
"Moreover the Tomsk university le
an imposing building and contains two
faculties—those of medicine and law
This capital, in fact, takes the third
place in educational importance In the
empire."
Bark of Sequoias.
California's giant trees, the sequoias,
thousands of years old, have been pre-
served to this day because of their
enormously thick bark From time to
time, in the course of ages, forest
fires' have swept through the big tree
lands, destroying everything, yet only
scorching for a couple of inches' depth
or so the almost fireproof bark. The
flames having carbontzed that much of
the bark, could not penetrate farther
for the carbonized portion formed as
absolutely fireproof covering for the
retnainder of the interior bark.
Mark of Degeneracy.
Mitchett — Young McSeedey, who
went through the fortune his parents
left him, was arrested tof-day for steal-
ing a dollar.
Gauss—What degeneracy! 1.1Is fa; h
or never thought of taking less than a
million.—Smart Set
Back in Chicago.
Dearborn—And did you shake the
dust from your feet when you left New
York?
Wabash—Well, "OWL know that I
shook it from my feet exactly, but I
know 1 got rid of all ftr. dust I had, X.:
slat —Yonkers Statesman.
pay.
MEN WHO WEAR SKIRTS.
La the Orient Wearing at Trousers Is
the Exception Instead et
the Rule.
If there is one thing presumably ems
Lain on this earth, In tile opinion of most
of us, It Is that skirts are essentially
feminine, and that the special feature
of masculine attire is a bifurcated gar-
ment. But nothing is farther from the
truth, affirms the Buffalo Commercial,
which proceeds to prove what it asserts.
To this day the majority of the male ele-
ment of the human Tees, so far as It
wears clothes stall, Is skirted. The man
or woman who goes east will see skirted
men everywhere—Arabs, Cashmeres,
Punjabs, Burmans. Chinese, Japanese,
hialays, to mention only a few. 'The
trousers of the western world, though
they seem to the untraveled eye as fixed
and unalterable as the Pyramids, are but
a passing fashion in the history of male
attire," says a writer In the Proton
Transcript. The. fashions of the east
‘endure, while those of the west are ever
changing. T.hat is true. Yet the bifur-
cated garment—the forked radish style
—commends itself to the progrestIve
Japanese of to-day. Men who do thing's
In war, athletics and business in these
days cannot wear skirts, blankets or
kimonas. When the western races
cease to bustle and sit down to meditate
they may discard trousers and revert te
the ancient oriental styles,
All Navies Growing Larger.
About half a century ago England
took notice of one fleet only, the
French. Now things have changed.
Japan bas revealed her naval power;
Italy has a fairly good navy! Wilhelm
II. rulexover Germany and has an-
nounced that the country's future wel-
fare most be sought for on the seas;
the United States wish to have ne
rivals on the ocean and Russia is be.
ginning to rebuild her fleet.
Pat, Meaty Part.
"Huns!" cried 'the first old man,
smoothing the near sealskia cuff of bid




"It is the part of a recluse, and 14
the second ict I have to cook and sat




WE -EXTEND TO OUR
FRIENDS THE SEASON'S
GREETING, AND WITH IT AN
EARNEST INVITATION TO
CALL TO SEE OUR HANDSOME
LINE OF FALL AND WINTER
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
SUITINGS AID OUR PRICES
WILL SUIT YOU.
Dicke & Black, 516 Bways
WINDOW
PHANE...
The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL., IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST MT GLASS MADE.
IT CAM BE A; PLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE L °HT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREZABI B HUMS
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
CI CI L001 315 Buil,
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. Residence Phone 736
S. P. POOL, L. 0. STEPHENSON
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
Both Phones No. 110 203. 2058. Third
 a.
Guy Nance. Lee Nance. M. Nance, Embalmer
GUY NANCE & SON
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
White Ambulance for sick and injured-only
Office and residence 213 South 3rd Street.
Phones: New 334. Old 699 Open Day and Night
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
ti 5 Horse ?ewer Motor.
SVe Norge Power Motor.
8 Morse Power Motor.
z is Horse Power Motor.
z aso Light lignsiess.
FOREMAN BROS
troYso.i j -di Sweet.Works'
1Viattil Efingeral Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,






EYE, EAR, NOM AND
THROAT.




iSt. Louis each Tennessee River Pack-
et eontpany—the cheapest and bes
excursion oct of Paducah-
$8.00 For the Round Trip toTennessee river & retur
It is a trip of pleasure, corafor.
and rest; good service, good tabl• I
good roams, etc. Boat, leave ea.*
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jos




Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continoiss paasage 84.uo:
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth loolmioi. ••••.:.•*
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO. PIM
0"Ntif five or over $1.50 each, withal*
wools; $2.00 with mean.
Good music on au the boats. Foe
ortber particulars see
t A. FOWLER, Cien. Pass. Agat
sr GIVEN rowulic, City Pass
Agent Phone ss.
Pictures. ',Vidor% Carildicatss
Water and OE Oilloo.
Mottos aollatalaisma
Framed right up to dab hi Iv.mio













Also to Asheville, MendersonvIlle.
Breiard, Lake Touaway, Net 901.g'es/ may other resorts in the " innd
sof die Sky and btpartiful "Sapphire
eamary of Western North Carolina,
aleeirsg a high altitude, bracing
eloatie, picturesque morutsin scenery
sad hotela.
Send two cent stamp for "Land of
the Sky" boolcist sad other hand-
somely illustrated literature.
J. F. LOGAN, Tray. Fut, Agent.
Leamington, KY.
C. N. PRINGEPPOIW, Dist, Pass.• Attest, Louisnilla, LT.
• S B. Al-LEN, Asst. Geal. Pass.
4 Agent. St. Logik
NOTICE
Highest Prices Paid for Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITUREBuy anything and sell everythiag.411-2so Court Etre.? t: Old Phone
*x6A.
Cletn Fransiola









Are a revelation of richness
and delicious to die housewife
who has already uaed"ordinary"
spices.. Our spices are pure.
and fresh, having the strength,
aroma and fine flavors which
nature alone can give. Use
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Langton, Ky., Fall Races: Dabs
cf sale October msd to 13th, med
mclusive. limit October littb, 1905.Round trip rate Us.
Louisville, Ky. —Grand Lodge, F.
fic A. M. Grand Chapter R. A. M.
Dates of sale October 1.5th and t6th,4
two, limit October aoth, Kick. Round
trip rate $6.95.
Nashville, Tens.,—State Fair: Date
of sale 0..taber 6th and 8th to 13th
1906, Mini: October 151t,
1906. Round trip race $4.75.
Asheville, N. C.,—Missionary Con-
ference Protestant Fpiscopal church.
Dates of sale October and and surd,
tgod, limit Noveullyr 5th, 1906.
Dallas, Tea, International Assoc-
iation of Fire engineers. Dates of
sale October 6th and yth, sgo6.
iss days Round trip rates $2i.00.
Winchester Ky.. State Develop-
trent convehtior.: Dotes of sale Oc-
tober gth, and fotli. 1906; return lim-
it October 13th, i906. Round tr'p
rate $9.90.
Birtienghair, Ala., Home Corning
Week: Dat of sale October reth
nd istik 19°6; return limit October
21St, 19°6. By depositing ticket and
paying fee of so cents an extention
to November 21s1, 1906 may be ob-
troy rate $9.35.
Memphis Tenn., .Iie-rnational
invention Brotherhood of St. An-
drew: Dates of sale October 13th.
16th, 17th and 18th, r906: return limit
October 31st, Igoe. By depositing
ticket and paying fee of 5o cents an
e)tention ;o November 30tle 1906





UNITED STATES COURT OF CLAIMS
The Publishers of Webster'. internstlensiDictionary al that It" Is, tact.t he popu•
detail, and ugly en to even. part. withthe parpose of eig it to meet the Wrier
Mr Dam thadaotyre-editedtaevery
and smrerer requirements of another genera-tion."
w• so of the opinion that this allegationmost clearly and accurately dew:tribes thewelt abet bee been n000andiehed age Meresult that has been reached. The Dictionary,II It now stands, has been thoroughly 
to et
re-
e e!' part. anmirably adapted l
edited In mrernid *adeteit, bee been corrected Inv
the 
a
r lithrerer requirements OF amirk* demure% More of popularphilological knowledge than any genersUatithat the world has ever container!.
to Ale In our judicial Ntork
It ispikrzarcuess to add tigt 1.04
tie hi sat orlty in ROM of(Jon ; and t at the futtieass the millt talit ha the sourme of oo oak






emcee. •The ahotte refer, to TrEWTER'S
INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY
az,E.....
GET THE UTEST AM BEST
.1
roi tor be tistarsetadisar tOrikreethien pages, sent free.
G.& C. MERRIAM 00.9
IRMILNIMMIII,
SPRIMOFIBLD, MAN.
; TILE INSURANCE MAN. HIS
PURSUING DEBITS IN TH3
COUNTRY.
It was a very attractive yellow bug-gy, drawn by a spirited mare. To aI pedestrian toiling up the hill it lo.ked
most inviting.
"Have a ride?" asked a young man,emerging from a roadside house and
getting into the yellow buggy. "You'dbetter. It's seven exiles to tte town."The pedestrian willingly acceptedthe invitation.
"I'm mighty glad you cams thisnay," he said to the young man.
"Well, I had to visit that debit," re.plied the latter, indicating the housefrom which he had emorgisd.
His eompanion wondered whether"debit" was country dialect for asquare house with green shutters, butthe young man now stopped before aroadside store with no shutters.
"Have to see this debit, too," hesaid, handing the reins to his compan-ion and disappearing through the frontdoor of the holies.
"What is your business?" asked thefavored pedestrian when the youngman metunried.
"Insurance."
"Oh."
Then followed much learned talk ofsalary and commissions, paid-up in-surance agencies, policies and lapses.11 also transpired that, in the eyes ofthe young man, who was out on it touref collection, all houses were eitherunclassified nondescripts or debits.
He bowed to everyone who passed
and spoke to almost every one.
"How's your wife to-day, 111..Casey?" he would say, and "Ali, there,Finnegan, how's your arm gettingalong?" after which remarks he wouldturn to his companion and give ex-tracta from the biography of Casey and
Finnegan and their neighbors.
"All Irish hereabouts," he said. "I
had a deuce of a time making them
believe I was Irish. My name is VanelromInger. Whoa, Kitty!"
They stopped before another debit
"And how are ye, Mrs. Flanagan?"
shouted the yohng man. "Foine day
to-day." He winked at his companion.-How do you like the brogue?"
"Great," answered the other.
Having ascertained that Mrs. Flan-
agan was well, that the "childther"
were likewise and that the reemst
health of Flanagan pater showed nosigns of diminution, the young lama-&nee man collected all that was due
en the Flanagan debit and departed
with a farewell of the most Hibernianpattern.
The next debit was located on aside road, more like Use bed of a tor-rent than anything else, filled with
Teat rocks. among 'tech Kitty, the
mare, struggled with
"When I first made the round of
these debits," said the agent. -I wassure I could never stead such roads.Now they're easy. Whoa, there!"
A little girl emerged from the debit
"Know just IOW she'll say," saidthe youag man. "Mamma se.ys she
ain't got no money for you today,"
be squealed.
The little girl came to the gate.
"Mamma says as-. ain't got no money
for you to-day," she said, while the
insurance collector grinned a Sherlock
Holmes grin, and his companion
looked duly impr-ssed.
Then they scrambled dowu the rocky
road again and reached the main road
safely.
The loquacious agent told more per.
Donal histories of the O'Brien s and
Hoollhans that mimed; he described
local manners and customs; he Ma
cussed the no license law In force in
the township; he explained the ale°
hone malt likely to fellow orders for
ginger ale and birch beer given in a
certain sophisticated voice. And ak a
proof ef his assertions, he took his
companion into • small bar run by an
affable Irishman.
"Best ginger ale I ever tasted," said
the stranger, sitting down his empty
beer glass.
The young man and the barkeeper
grinned. Another drink followed, then
another, the last being "set up" by the
friendly barkeeper. After ineffectual
attempts to make the stranger sample
the delights of a free lunch of bread
and onions, or the pleasing effects ofa pinch of salt in his beer the her
keeper bade his two visitors good-by.
"He is a fine athlete," remarked the
agent. "Used to be a pugilist.
eon was offered $28 a week and ex
penses to go with a dramatic company
and punch the bag, but he refused."
More debits followed. Some pro
lueed five and ten dollar hills; Some
procrastinated; sonic yielded no re
sponse to knocks on front, side and
back doors.
At the door of one stood a woman
A second after eh* spied the yellow
buggy WIWI was not there.
"See her disappear," said the Wiwi,
(ince man; "she'll have to be quickerthen that to fool me."
Inquiries at her house elicited thereply that the young !roman was out.
Further remarks on the part of the
&goat, however, caused him to be ad
mitted into the house.
"Cot the cash," he announced, ap-
pearing a few minutes after. "Olt up.
Kitty."
A few more ',etches of road
brought them to the town. After find-
Lag out all about hoteie and trains the
agent's guest left him, with mana
protestatione of gratitude for the drive.
As he eat in the railroad Mathis he
smile$ in a pleasant manner.
"Two hours with an insurance man,"he thought, "and I'm not a d•blt."—Y. thin. .
Probably a Widow.
"Were YOP MirPrisod when ha powosed 1"
14o; bat he was"--Ebeates Peat.
LAST STRUGGLE.
Henry Jameson Satterfield is discov-ered leaning over the library table leas-ing intently at a photograph in hishand. He hears the sound of familiarfeet. Hastily sliding the picture un-der a heap of papers, he turns to greetthe newcomer with a beautifully doneImitation of relief. (He speaks.)
"Why, hello, Tom, old man! Glad
you looked me up—bored to death, youknow, and all that. No, you didn't in-
terrupt me at all. I was just glancingover the evening paper. Say, this isa treat. Nobody sees anything of yousince you went and got engaged. Don'tyou ever take an evening off? Luckyshe went away for the holidays or Ishouldn't see you now, I suppose. No,I don't blame you. elella is a lovely
girl—a regular prize—but we fellows
feel you've just about dropped us, andold friends, you know.
"Oh, oome off! I don't either know
bow it is! Just because you're in love
Is no reason for your fool insinuations
that every one else is, too! No, sir!
A bachelor's life for me!
"Well, I can't help it if people do
gossip. A man can't look at a girl
without every one's setting the wed-
ding day. I'm sure I've paid no more
attention to Caroline than to a lot of
others Well, howl if you enjoy it:
still, I don't see anything to laugh
about myself. She's a mighty fine girl,
though, don't you think? So different
from most of the others—seems to un-
derstand a fellow and all that and to
have a little sense. Why, that girl—
"Now, see here, Tom. Can't a man
speak admiringly of a girl without your
grinning that way? There's nothing
in it, I tell you. I've thought the mat-
ter over long ago and you don't catch
me running my neck into any matri-
monial noose. Why, I've been attract-
ed by lots of girls and I always oat-
greW it. What if I'd married one of
'em before I came out of my trance?
What's that? Different from the pres-
ent serious attack? I am not suffering
from any attack. I tell you.
"Tee, I had Christmas dinner at
Caroline's. She knew my folks were
all away and I thought it mighty nice
of them to ask me. It was her moth-
er's invitation, of course. I knew you'd
say that—it's nothing of the sort. Her
mother is a lovely woman and hasn't
an idea of angling for anyone, espe-
cially for me. I think It's a pretty
state of affairs when people can't ask
a fellow to dinner out of simple kind-
ness of heart without being suspected
of deep-laid plans. And what do you
think? Caroline had made the mines
plea and the salad herself. I never
tasted anything like thrm. I tell you I
like to see a girl take an interest in
things about the house and It Is all
the more creditable when she doesn't
have to Most girls with three 'err-
ata at how* wouldn't be caught dead
in ti.• hitches. Caroline says she likes
to . bed tees 'mond. She gets so
pink sr 'I her hair always roughs up
and riots around her ears when she
gets Illtite6 ed and excited, so I'll bet
she looks sreat in the kitchen. She—
"Oh. cut it out, Tom. I'm simply
telling you exeit my Christmas dintier.
I am not levies over Caroline. Not
that a fellow would find it hard to rave
about her if he wanted to, only I don't
go it for that sort of foolishness. Been
to any shows lately! I haven't. I'm
outgrowing those musical-comedy
things. They are so Uresome. A per-
son gets no root, out of them, Caroline
sive. She 111,es a play that gives you
something "o think about—problem
plays, she calls Gone
"Say brt she has Veins! You Ought
to have heard the 1tnr of talk she put
out ebout the laet cue we saw. She
toil: a &fret ent telt of it from the
one I took. I eke to get her arguing,
for she grows ao excited! She always
has something 111bl-tiding to my.
"What's that? See here, Tom, how
many times must I tell you that you
are on the wrong tiack? I don't see
how anybody coule say I was in love.
I'm far too comfortably situated in
these bachelor quarters to think of
getting married. I'll leave that to you
and other foolish young men. It
WOU I take an txtettordinary girl to
make me change my mind.
"Oh, so Cella has a new photograph
of Caroline, has she? I must ask her
to pass them around. No-o-o, I haven't
any picture of Caroline—she's not the
sort of girl tc hand out her photo-
graphs to all the men she knows. I
don't care much about collecting girl's
pictures, anyhow—that belongs to col-
_lege days. `A ouldn't know what to do
with a ihotograph if I had it—just
clutters up the place.
"Look ott there! You've knocked
over that heap of pare.s. Never mind
—oh—"
(ffe makes a' frantic grab for the
photograph of au attraetive young
-woman which Tom has picked up from
wider the pile of fallen newspapers
and is smilingly holding out to him.)
"How extraordinary! How the deuce
could I have got boil if Caroline's pic-
ture and Mat know It? She must have
given it to me and I'd forgotten it.
Must you be going? I'm glad you
Mopped in arid I've enjoyed hearing
all Shent your plans arid Nita's. Drop
in any time you want to unburden your
soul, old man—here's your hat. Good-
night
'Wow, what in thunder was he grin-
ning about? These chaps that think
they've a joke on a fellow make aid
tired. Where did ire put that picture
AI Caroline Oh, here it is! I never




"But you're not working."
"No. DMI didn't lose ray Sob. Theboss took it away riven me before my
Yory ares."—Olsvelaad Leader. _
Helpless.
loat your lob."
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLECORRECTED M AY 30, 1906.
SOUBH BOUND No. jot No. 103 No, 141Leave Cincinnati ,. 8:20 a.m. 6:00 p.m.   •Leave Louisville  12:01 p.m. 9:4o pall. 7:30 1./it.Leave Owensboro 
6:30 p.m. si:oo aosaDavie HOrse Branch  2:28 p.m. i2:o8 a.m. tia.); 11.111.Leave Central City . 3:30 p.m. ":03 a.m. 14:3v pas.Leave Nortonville  4:08 P.m. i :4o a.m. 1:28 p.m.Leave Evansville -  12:50 p.m. 4:4o p.m. 8:3o a.m.Leave Nashville 
7:oo p.m. 8:05 &M.Leave Hopkinsville  9:45 p.m. II:so LW-Leave Pr'nceton  4:55 P.m. 2:27 a.m. 2:35 potArrive Paducah  6:to p.m. 3:40 a.m. 4:15 p.m.Leave Paducah  6:x5 p.m. 3:45 a.M. 4:20 p.m.Amive Felton  7:30 p.m. 4:5o a.m. 6:oo p.111Arrive Gibbs, Term.  8:o6 p.m. 5:51 a.m.   ,Arrive Rives  -. 8:13 p.m. 6icit a.m.  .Arrive Jackson  7:15 a.m.Arrive Mlemphis  :1:10 p.m. 8:20 a.m  Arrive New Orleans  10:35 CM. 835 p.m   .
NORTH BOUND No, 102 No. to4 No. toeLeave New Orleans  7:10 p.m. 9:15 a.m.,Leave Memphis es 0:45 am. 8:5o p.m.  Leave Jackson, Tenn.  8:07 a.m, to:to p.m.Leave Rives 
 II:e8 p.mLeave Fulton  rooe a.m. 12:3e a.m. 6:00 a.m.Arrive Paducah  r i :20 a.m. 1:43 a.m. 740 a.m.tears Paducah  11:25 a.m. 1:48 1.111, 7:50 CM.Aerive Princeton  12:39 p.m. 3:03 cni. 9:29 am.Arrive Hopkinsv]lie  6:15 p.m. 5:20 a.mArrive Nashville  9:25 p.m. 8:ro am.Arrive Evansville  3:45 P.m. 9:45 2.-m-Arrive Nortonville  1:28 pill. 3:51 a.m. 15:35 a.m.Arrive Central City  2:05 p.m. 4:30 a.m. II :30 a.m.Arrive Horse Branch  ved p.m. 338 am. 12:55 p.m.Arrive Owensboso   "4:/5 11.m. Illio a.m. *4 :55 pm.Arrive Louisville . 
5:15 PAL 7:50 a.m. 4:55 P,111-Arrive Cincinnati  945 p.m. 120o nom" 
ET. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTE BOUND No. 306 No. 374Leave Paducah  11:40 p.m 4:20 p.m.  .Arrive Carbondale  4:25 p.m 8.40 p.m. Arrive Chicago  6:30 a.m. 6.ao a.m.  .Arrive St. Louis  8:30 p.m. 7:20 a.m. e
SOUTH BOUND No. 305 No, 375Leave St. Louis  7:45 5 M. 9:40 VIII  •Leave Chicago  1:50 CM. 6:30 r/.111Leave C,abndale  11:40 a m. 7:o5 a.m  aArsive Paducah  3.33 p.m nipo a.m
CAIRO-NASHVILLE LAS. _
—NORT BOUND i o t -8o1 T35-835Leave Nashville  ii:ro am. Leave Hopkinsville  z 1 :20 am. 6:40 a.m  Leave Princeton  2:35 p.m. 7:44 a.mArrive Paducah  4:15 pal, 92E5 a.mLeave Paducah  6:15 p.m. 9.30 a.mArrive Cairo  745 p.m. Ii -ro a.m.Arrive St. Louis  7:28 am. 4:30 p.mArrive Chicago  6:3o an. 9:30 p m  —.
SOH BOUND 120-8m 1315-826Reeve Chicago  65o p.m. 9:40 a.mLeave StLeuis  11:40 Pm 1:50 p.m  Leave Cairo  6 lie cm. 5:55 p.m.  Mare Paducah  745 a-ot 7:40 P.m  *Eve Paducah  7:50 a.m. 3:ro P.m.Arrive Princetzn  9:"p am, 4:4.5 P.m.Azsive Hopk in sville  6:to p.m. ..... ....Arrive Nashville  9:23 lem   .
Trains marked (') run daily except Sunday. All other trams rundaily. Train. 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Ciackosan.
Louis-
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and 102 sleepers betweenville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains liot and 822 sleepers betweelaPaducah and St. Louis. Train Sk,t connects at East Cairo with Chicagosleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City 'ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah. Ky.F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lo :isolate, Ky.JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Metnphis. Tenn.
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rime 133. 220 N. Third
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LAN GSTAFF-ORM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Incorporated.
Siding Yellow U Gum M Ash B Ma le E Oak Blinds,Flooring, Ceiling,




GUM, BEECH klib OAK FLORING, END:MATCHED BORED, KI
LN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWIN BRAND--OUR OWN MAKE
Finish
Beth Phones 26 We
 Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills. 438 South Second
"Horse Show" "Barnum
& Bailey Show" "Dog
Show"




The best equipped prescription de-
partment—Finest line of toilet
siticies and perfumes—Purest and
fseshest drugs and chemicals—Larg-
est line of surgical supplies.
"BRING US YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS"
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II. PERSONAL MENTION. ÷
+ + + + 4.• + + + + +
Miss Olive Kreickhouse of NFt. Ver-
non, Ill., will today return home after.
visiting her sister. Mrs. Louis Vs'
Hermeherger, who accompanies tht
former to Illinois.
Miss. Lena Henneberger, the
trained nurse, has returned from
Paris, Tenn., where she was for two
weeks nursing several sick patients.
Colonel Victor Van de Male left
Sunday for a drumming trip through
West Tennessee
Mirs. George C Crumbeugh and
diaughter, Miss MarjorW, lhave re-
turnad from visiting in Eastern Ken-
tucky and New Albany, Ind.
Mr. A. A. Herdy and son leave to-
day for New Orleans to be gone
about ten days.
Mr. James Ferriman and wife of
Grand Rivers were here yesterday
er route home from Springfield, Ill.,
where they attended the state fair.
Mr. R. J. Little has gone to Para-
gould Ark., to locate. His family
is( es there to join him shortly.
:Mrs. Lucy Robrou Ford has return-
ed from Richmond, Va., and gone to
housekeeping in their home on North
Ninth street.
Notice.
Paducah A. chapter No. 30, will
meet staasi convocation Tuesday
64-
evening at 7:30 o'clock for the pur-
pTe of installing officers and to re
et-lve and ballot on petition for af-
fillition by special dispensation.
1. 0. WALKER, H. P.
FRED ACKER, Secretary.
WATER NOTICE.
Patrons of the Water Company are
reminded that their water rent ex-
pired September 30. Those who de-
etre to renew them should do so Le-
fore it is forgotten, as all premises
not paid for on or before October
so. will be shut off.
The prompt payment of water
rents will save vexation and cost to
the consumer, and unpleasant duties




We carry a large assort-
ment of fine wines for
table and medical use.
OUR COOKING
SHERRY
is a pure, first quality,
domestic wine, of full age
and rich flavor in half gal-
lon bottles for $1.25.







EACH OWNER IN THE
POLICE COURT.
Continuance Given Barney and W. M.
Padgett in Case Charging Them
With Selling to Minor.
C. D. Gilliam, F. P. Toof and C. W.
Nelson were each fined yesterday
morning by Judge Puryear in the
police court on charge of permitting
their cows to run at large upon the
public streets.
The judge dismissed the warrant
charging the Illinois Central railroad
with blockading Sixth and Campbell
streets with a string of freight cars.
'A fine of Si was assessed against
E. Rolling charging him with drunk-
enness.
The following disorderly conduct
charges disposed of: Will Hall, $i;
Samuel Wiles. $1o; Mary Craig, con-
tinued until Tuesday; Gertrude Eng-
lish, $io; Annie Singleton, $1o; Oliver
Nfartin, $t.
A continuance was given the Padu-
cah Distilleries company of the war-
rants charging them with doing busi-
ness without a license.
Claiborne Cowhorn. colored, was
dismissed of the charge of breaking
into die house of Rose Johnson,
colored.
Until tomorrow was pOstpooed the
warrant charging Ben Micheal with





LY HURT AT THE PALMER
YESTERDAY.
Frank Hamilton, Colored, Fell Thirty
Feet With Brick and Mortar, But
No Bones Were Broken.
Yesterday afternoon James R.
Mauzy, the carpenter, had his right
foot painfully crushed while working
at The Palmer hotel, by a large beam.
He was. working on a scaffold while
other laborers were hoisting a big
beam with a pulley arrangement. The
falling beam struck the scaffold and
knocked him off in such a manner
he was caught underneath a timber
and the foot crushed. The injury y5
dressed by, Dr. Bass. who sent the
gentleman to his home in Rowland--
town.
Fell With WalL
Frank Hamilton, colored, fell thirty
fort yesterday morning when the stall
of the old brick building being torn
down at ti6 Broadway fell yesterday.
but the man escaped without anything
but a serious bruise His escape was
miracluous.
The two tory brick building form-
erly occupied as Robertson's ice office
is being torn down to make room for
a new structure Hamilton was on
top of the front wall that stood thirty
feet high He was adjusting a rope
for use in tearing down the building
when the wall gave away, and the
George Parker was fined Si for be- bricked and
 mortar fell thirty *et to
log drunk. roun
d below. Dr Horace 'Rivers
The disorderly conduct charge examin
ed the man and found no
against Charles Thomas and Will bones 
broken.
Morris was left open, as was the
breach of the peace warrant against 
Bitten By Wolf.
Lee Wrigtt 
Lewis Tisdale. colored, who lives a
Barney and W. M. Padgett were el
hort distance out from the city on
given a continuance until this after- the 
Old Mayfield road, is suffering
noon of the warrant. charging them from
 a split hand that was injured in
with selling liquor to a minor, the an 
unusual manner Saturday night
Sikillian boy, of Mechanicsburg. be w
as going out the road with a
bundle of meat in his hand The
wolf which has been infesting that
vicinity for two weeks must have
scented the meat, and before Tisdale
kneve it. the vicious animal dashed out
from the dark and lunged for the
meat, but instead sank his teeth into
the negroes hand, which was torn
open when Tisdale jerked away. The
wolf got away and afterwards tore
b OTHER-IN-LAW OF JUDGE W. the head off J. L. 
Gardner's dog out
I. CLARE EXPIRES OF OLD 1 on that road.
AGE. imesle••
Bad Bruises.
Clerk n F. Dunlap of Ell Gothrie's
dry goods store is laid up with
bruises, caused by falling off a coun-




Miss Cora Hudson Passed Away Af-
ter Illness With Turberculosia—
Other Deaths.
Sunday afternoon Mrs. Sallie Wel-
don, of. Smithland, was buried in the
cepretery at Pickneyville, Livingston
cc inty, the latter city being her for-
mer home. She passed away Satur-
day evening after an illness caused
by general debility.
Mrs. Weldon was eighty five yearsI 
of age and one of the best known
ladies of Smithland. She made her
I 
home at that place with her daughter,
Mrs. W. I. Clarke. Wife of the well
known attorney and former newspa-
per man.
Died of Tuberculosis.
Miss Cora Hudson died of tuber-
culosis at the home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Hudson of Little-
ville, and the remains were buried
Sunday afternoon at Oak Grove ceme
tery. She was fifteen years of age
snd a height, popular girl.
Lena Wallace Died.
Lena, the -seven-months-old child
of Mr. and Mrs. Owen Wallace of
ir6 Jackson street, died of tuber-
culosis Sunday and was buried yes-
terday attnrnoon at Oak Grove ceme-
tery.
Little Boy Passed Away.
the nine-year-old son of
Mr % and Mrs. Honroe Agnew of 614
Elizabeth street, died of nephritis,
and was buried Sunday afternoon at
Oak Grove cemetery.
injury sustained on a lathe at Bell's
spoke factory on South Third street.
 - «
Mrs Fred West has returned from
visitin gin Jackson, Tenn.
I —Now that winter is about on .
Chief Collins has put Officer Thad
Terrell- down on the Broadway beat
to work with Patrolman Brennan
from midnight until noon. Brecnan
has been holding down that watch
alone heretofore
Missionary Society.
'The Women's Missionary Society
of the Broadway IteiliOdist chirc1-,1
will meet this -afternoon at 3 o'clock
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WANTED:—A good house girl,
no cooking or washing. Apply aora
North Fifth street.
WANTED—To buy Second hand
shoes, large sizes. T. B. Jones., 220
Kentucky Ave.
Ask your grocer for preserving
pears. Bartlett Produce Company
will receive a car load of fine ones this
week.
FOR SALE:—Brand new 3 room
"L" cottage not quite completed, but
will be in ten days. Large front and
back porates. Jones street between.
8th and 9th streets. Small cash pay-
ment balance in monthly installments..
Water in kitchen .
McCracken Real Estate & Mort-
gage Company Inc. Phone 765. Office
318 S 6th St. See Lillard DI Sanders,
Pres.
FURNITURE holiest and sold
Williams, 538 South Third stree4
New phone oocA.
UMBRELLA repairing done at
311 South Third street on short no
t cc. :n the city—money loaned on
• business strictly confidential.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between Just Received a Big Lot
tges of 21 and 35; citizens of United of shot guns including all the high-grade makes such as L C. Smiths—
States, of good character as osompe- Parksr-La FeevPr etc. We have th.. Remington automatic shot goo
rate habits, who can speak, read and
write littlish. For informatien ap-
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
This is the Way We  Do It!
We are often asked how it is that we are able to sell Gut Violin
Strings, Violin Bow., Clarionet Reeds, Guitar Strings, and all Musi-
cal Instruments Trimming at a lower price than is ciarged by other
dealers. Here is the HOW OF It.—There are no Gat strings made
in the United tSates, and, in order to secure FRESH, RELIABLE
STOCK for our customers, we import DIRECT FROM EUROPE.
In this way we cut out ALL MIDDLE PROFIT, and sell BETTER
GOODS for LF-asS MONEY than other dealers...The Paducah Post-
master says that we are the ONLY DEALER that imports through
the custom house in rhis city. Catch on—We are the only ones that
can make prices.





all v alsables at the :owest interest--an
Also Bargains in all
road House, Paducah, Ky. kinds of p st ols, watches, diamonds,
 musical instruments
POOR FARM RULES
Copies Be Gotten of Regulations
County Attorney Alben Barkley
Governing Outside Institutions. I
and the committee of justices of the
peace selected to draft regulations
for government of the new county
poor farm will immediately write to
the officials of different poor farms
over the country, requesting that the
latter send the Paducahans a copy of
the rules governing these outside in-
st.tutions of this nature The local of-
ficials desire to get a large number
ot the outside copies, and then go
through them to extract whatever
sections they desire to incorporate in
the regulations that are being corn-





John McGovern, a Victim of the Dem-
ocratic Primary of June, Ain,
Takes Seeps to Collect Damages.
Louisville, Oct. a— An important
snit has been filed by John McGovern,
one of the victims of police brutality
in the famous Democratic primary of
June. App._ filed suit against the
bondsmen of Policemen John Hess,
Finger Amp
The middle fingerJohn Norvell 
These bondsmen are Louis Stoke, for
mputated. Peter Mahoney a
nd Edward Powell.
aged 11/ years, had to be amputated 
Hess; John T. Murphy and Henry
by the physicians, on account of an 
Stollninn, for Mahoney. and Theodore
Rectanus and John Unz, for Powell.
McGovern secured judgments
against the policemen some time back.
but the judgments were not satisfied.
The court of appeals has upheld he
judgments against the police.
This decision will have an import-
ant bearing in all other future suits
against pblicemen for election brutal-
ities, as it is now plain that their
I bondsmen are responsible. This pri-
mary %took place seven years ago, but Give
suits are still pending
in the city.
We also have a complete stock of traveling bags—price* are
an Broadway air.
rings and the moat complete lime of
deb'
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent Let us build the berme; you pay is. is es you
pay rent. Vacant lots in all parts of the city. Nice lots on the
proposed car extension en Broad to union depot sod on Allen
weirs from $50 to too each. Buy now on installment plan
while cheap. Trig is the highest ground in the city. Property is
anvancing rapidly.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.








Also have a complete stock of store pipe elbows, coal hods, sines. etc.




, BUY BEFORE COAL ADVANCES
COAL Genuine TradewaterReal Pittsburg
GET OUR PRICES_ BEFORE YOU BUY
est Kentucky Coal Co.
NCOPPOBoth Pliones:-.254
•
